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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Engineering SERS platform in fiber application with 

a spectroscopic study of bilayer MoS2 

 

by  

 

 

Ming Xia 

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Ya-Hong Xie, Chair 

 

Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) is a surface-sensitive technique based on 

plasmon resonance, which can enhance Raman signal intensity by several orders of magnitude, 

enabling even detection of a single molecule. Material topics involving SERS contain 

manipulation of specific hot spots through nano-fabrication and enhancement of substrate 

sensitivity and affinity to interested molecules. The main objective of this research is to gain 

fundamental understanding of capability limit of SERS optical fiber technology through 

systematic experimental studies combined with simulations. 

SERS fiber probe based on Au nanotriangle has been fabricated and factors affecting 

Raman signal through fiber are investigated. These factors include numerical aperture of 
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objective lens, slit width of spectrometer, fiber length and SERS array size on fiber facet. Size of 

SERS array coated on fiber facet is one primary factor accounting for Raman signal loss, which 

is ultimately due to decrease in laser power density on the fiber end. The most fundamental 

optimization consideration for SERS fiber probe is a tradeoff between sensitivity and spatial 

resolution. 

A novel Au pyramid/ring SERS platform with enhancement of spatial confinement and 

electric field is demonstrated for potential SERS fiber probe application through finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) simulation. The FDTD simulation work provides an alternative way to 

enhance Raman signal intensity while keep high spatial resolution for SERS fiber probe. 

Excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) by circular Au rings and coupling of SPPs with 

Au pyramids are studied to improve electric field and overall SERS enhancement of the platform. 

Au pyramids combined with rings can achieve confinement of the electric field within a 700×700 

nm region, which could provide higher spatial resolution for SERS fiber probe.  

In addition, a practical way of patterning metallic nanostructures for achieving high SERS 

enhancement factors (EFs) and high hot spot density is demonstrated. By superimposing one 

layer Au triangle array on another to form multilayer triangle array, SERS signal can be 

enhanced by two orders of magnitude. The physical understanding of the SERS enhancement of 

multilayer triangle array is also developed through FDTD simulation. The drastic increased 

SERS EFs and hot spot density are due to an increase of amount of gaps formed between Au 
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triangles and a decrease of the gap size.  

The thesis also presents a serendipitous discovery of bilayer MoS2 spectral features when 

exploring MoS2 as a potential SERS enhancement substrate. CVD grown AA’ (60° stacking) and 

AB (0° stacking) stacked bilayer MoS2 have distinct properties in terms of resonance Raman and 

photoluminescence. Raman and photoluminescence spectra of AA’ and AB stacked bilayer 

MoS2 are obtained on Au nano-pyramid surfaces under strong plasmon resonance. A Raman 

peak named as “a” peak appears in AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2 resonance Raman spectra but not 

in AB stacked bilayer, a feature that can be used as Raman finger print to differentiate the two 

types of bilayer MoS2. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Motivation of the Thesis 

Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an important analytical technique that is 

able to provide single molecule detection and high resolution Raman spectral information.1-3 Since 

its first discovery,4 SERS technique has been widely used for detection of trace amount of 

molecules due to its high sensitivity.5-8 Many efforts have been devoted to develop various SERS 

metallic (mainly Au and Ag) nanostructures to enhance Raman signal.7, 9, 10 Although there are 

continuous reports of new SERS substrates in literature, few SERS techniques have been applied 

in the real clinical or biomedical world. Other exploration includes coupling optical fiber with 

SERS platform for remote and flexible biosensing.11-13 SERS optical fiber probe is considered as 

a potentially practical way to extend the SERS technology into clinical application.14 The main 

objective of the thesis work is to gain fundamental understanding of capability limit of SERS 

fiber technology through systematic experimental studies combined with simulations. 

This chapter introduces background of SERS in Section 1.2, in vivo SERS biosensing in 

Section 1.3, and SERS optical fiber probe in Section 1.4 that is required for appreciation of the 

research presented in this dissertation. Chapter 1.5 presents the outline of the dissertation. 

1.2 Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

SERS technique is based on Raman scattering process. In Raman scattering process, a 
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molecule absorbs an incident photon with energy EL and is excited from ground state to a virtual 

state by the incident photon. Because the virtual state is not stable, the molecule will jump back 

to its ground state and emit a Raman scattered photon with different energy ES. The energy 

difference between the incident photon and the Raman scattered photon is called Raman shift 

(∆ER=EL-ES), which provides vibrational information of molecules. ∆ER is positive for a Stokes 

and negative for an anti-Stokes process. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic of Raman scattering 

process (Stokes-process). Raman spectrum is wavelength- (or energy-) dependence of Raman 

scattered intensity at a given incident wavelength. 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of Raman scattering process (Stokes-process). 

SERS effect is about enhancing Raman signal by several orders of magnitude. There are 

mainly two mechanisms that explain SERS effect. One is electromagnetic (EM) enhancement 

mechanism, and the other is chemical enhancement mechanism. In EM enhancement, excitation 

light interacts with nanosized metallic SERS substrates and generates localized surface plasmon 

resonance (LSPR). Molecules absorbed at metallic surfaces experience a large amplification of 
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laser field locally due to plasmon resonance while undergoing Raman processes, and thus 

generate enhanced Raman signal. Majority of SERS effects are due to EM enhancement on 

metallic nanostructures. Chemical enhancement is mainly due to charge transfer mechanism 

between molecules and substrate surfaces, and the magnitude of Raman signal enhancement is 

very low compared with EM enhancement. Therefore, the following part of the thesis will focus 

on SERS effects due to EM enhancement.  

LSPR generates strong local electric field near metallic surfaces, which amplifies Raman 

signal of molecules absorbed on metallic surfaces. Localized surface plasmon (LSP) is a 

photon-driven coherent oscillation of the surface conduction electrons in a material with negative 

real and near-zero imaginary dielectric constant.15 Figure 1.2 shows the schematic diagram of 

LSP. External electric field of excitation light moves away the free electrons inside the nanosized 

metal spheres to one direction, creating an electric dipole. The electric dipole can switch its 

direction with the change of the external field. When the incident photon frequency matches the 

collective oscillation of dipole plasmon, resonance condition is reached, generating the strongest 

signal for plasmon and the strong electric field.16 To quantify SERS enhancement effect, the 

concept of SERS enhancement factor (EF) was brought up. SERS EF reflects how much the 

Raman signal can be boosted. A commonly used approximation is that SERS EF is proportional 

to the fourth power of the magnitude of electric field (|E|4).17 Typical SERS EF of metallic SERS 

substrates is from 103 to 1014. Various metallic (mainly Ag and Au) nanostructures 18-22 have 
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been developed and fabricated to achieve strong local electric field and high SERS EFs.  

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram illustrating a localized surface plasmon of metal spheres.23 

1.3 SERS Biosensing for in vivo Application 

SERS technique has been widely explored for in vivo biosensing due to its high sensitivity. 

SERS in vivo biosensing can be generally classified into two methods, intrinsic and extrinsic 

biosensing.24 Intrinsic SERS biosensing directly provides Raman signature for analytes of 

interest, such as protein, DNA strand, or small molecules. Extrinsic SERS biosensing provides 

Raman signature of a molecule (or Raman reporter) with an intense and distinguishable Raman 

features, and analyte of interest is associated with this molecule. Bisosensing of target analyte is 

based on spectra of Raman reporter molecules. Therefore, extrinsic SERS biosensing is an 

indirect sensing method.  

Intrinsic SERS biosensing is also known as lab-free SERS biosensing sometimes. In 

label-free SERS biosensing, SERS substrates contact with target anlayte and generate strong 

SERS signal, which is used to identify interested molecules or do quantification. There is few 

study of applying label-free SERS in in vivo system. The Van Duyne group25 first demonstrated 
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in vivo label-free SERS detection of the glucose from the interstitial fluid of a rat. The SERS 

substrate used in this study was the silver film over nanosphere (AgFON) functionalized with a 

self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The SERS substrate was implanted under the skin of a rat in a 

way that the fluid was in contact with the SERS metallic surface and the laser was focused on the 

SERS substrate through a glass window. One major advantage of label-free SERS is that it can 

provide rich spectroscopic information for detection and identification without labeling, and thus 

reduce the time for detection. The disadvantages of label-free SERS include the lack of 

specificity and the difficulty of identifying analytes from the spectroscopic information for large 

biomolecules, like proteins and DNA.  

Compared with intrinsic or label-free SERS, extrinsic SERS is widely explored for in vivo 

biosensing. Extrinsic SERS relies on SERS nanoparticle tags (or nanotags) to identify analyte of 

interest. A SERS nanotag contains a metal nanoparticle core, Raman reporters on the metal 

surface, and a biocompatible layer which encases the metal particle and Raman reporters, as 

shown in Figure 1.3. Commonly used biocompatible layers are polyethylene glycol (PEG) and 

silica, which maintain colloidal stability and prevent interaction of the Raman reporter with the 

external environment. This biocompatible layer can then be further functionalized with targeting 

agents toward specific receptors. The targeting agents on the nanotags will provide the detection 

specificity through binding on the receptor on the target anlaytes. When the SERS nanotags 

accumulate on the analyte (e.g. cells), Raman signal of Raman reporter molecules can be 
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enhanced and detected. Biosensing of the analyte is achieved through measuring the Raman 

signal of reporter molecules. SERS nanotags have been used for in vivo tumor detection in 

mouse.26 Nie and co-workers26 used functionalized Au nanoparticles as SERS nanotags to 

identify tumor in mouse. After injecting NPs into the mouse from the tail vein, SERS signal 

could be detected from a targeted tumor site up to 2 cm below the skin. The major advantage of 

using SERS nanotags is that extrinsic Raman reporter molecules can overcome background 

signals from a complex biological matrix and associate with specific biomolecules.  

 

Figure 1.3 Structure of biofunctionalized SERS nanoparticle tags, consisting of a metal nanoparticle core, 

adsorbed Raman reporters on the metal surface (green stars), a biocompatible layer (orange layer), and 

targeting ligands.27 

1.4 SERS Optical Fiber Probe 

SERS optical fiber probe is a technique combing the sensitivity of SERS substrate and the 

flexibility of optical fiber. The most widely employed SERS optical fiber geometry is to couple 
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the SERS substrate on a fiber end, as indicated in Figure 1.4. The single fiber serves two 

functions, one is to guide the excitation laser to the targeting analytes, and the other is to collect 

the SERS signal generated on the fiber end and guide the signal to the spectrometer. This single 

ended measurement geometry is also referred as “optrode” sometimes. Compared with labeled 

nanoparticles, SERS optical fiber probe with single ended measurement geometry has been 

gaining attention for in vivo label-free biosensing due to their flexibility and compatibility with 

remote sensing. The advantages of SERS fiber probe over labeled SERS nanotags for in vivo 

biosensing lie in two aspects. First, label-free SERS fiber detection scheme allows real-time 

detection and eliminates time and cost consuming labeling procedures. 28 Second, SERS fiber 

detection provides the ability of remote and flexible sensing. SERS fiber probe also suffers from 

the interference from fluorescence and Raman background of fiber itself.  

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of SERS optical fiber probe.14 

Single-ended measurement geometry requires SERS nanostructure coupled on fiber facet to 

be reasonably transparent so that Raman scattered light can be collected by the fiber and 
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transmitted to the spectrometer. The most commonly used SERS substrate to couple with optical 

fiber is Ag or Au nanoparticles (NPs). 13, 29-31 These nanoparticles can be attached on fiber facet 

through in situ synthesis or using APTMS sol–gel as linker between nanoparticles and silica 

surface. Nanoparticles coated optical fiber probe for in situ SERS measurement 30, 31 can achieve 

SERS EF on the order of 104-105, lower than the common single molecule SERS EF of ~107-108 

1. In general, combination SERS platform with optical fiber is challenging but promising for in 

vivo biosensing. Many researches regarding sensitivity and stability of SERS optrode remain to 

be accomplished to develop a better understanding of SERS optrode performance. 

1.5 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 describes the experimental and theoretical studies of an optical fiber probe with 

nanostructured end-facet for biosensing applications via SERS. Factors affecting Raman signal 

intensity through the fiber probe are investigated. Raman signal loss through fiber compared with 

optical microscope based free-space Raman detection is estimated. To further enhance the SERS 

enhancement factor, a hybrid graphene/Au nanotriangle structure is transferred on the end-facet 

of the fiber probe to enable SERS.  

Chapter 3 presents an investigation of theoretical simulation featuring three-dimensional 

finite difference time domain (FDTD). Excitation of SPPs by circular Au rings and coupling of 

SPPs with Au pyramids are studied to improve the electric field and the overall SERS 

enhancement of the platform. Structural variables that could affect the coupling efficiency 
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between SPPs and LSP are investigated systematically to obtain optimal design. The study aims 

at finding the quasi-quantitative relation between several key-variables of the pyramid-ring 

combination and the overall SERS enhancement at the center of the structure. The incorporation 

of the LSP−SPP hybrid structure onto the facet of optical fiber for SERS-based detection is also 

investigated.  

Chapter 4 describes the study on a practical way of patterning metallic nanostructures for 

achieving high SERS enhancement factors (EFs) and high hot spot density. By simply 

superimposing one Au triangle array on another to form multilayer triangle array, SERS signal 

can be enhanced by two orders of magnitude compared with one layer triangle array. FDTD 

simulation and a mathematical model are employed to study how the number of layers affects the 

SERS enhancement. The simulation results indicate that the drastic increased SERS EFs and hot 

spot density are due to an increase of amount of gaps formed between Au triangles and a 

decrease of the gap size.   

Chapter 5 presents the exploration of the feasibility of combining other vdW materials 

(MoS2) with plasmonic surface for SERS detection. Enhanced light–matter interactions in bilayer 

MoS2-covered gold nanopyramids are investigated. Prominent resonance Raman and 

photoluminescence spectroscopic differences between AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2 grown 

by chemical vapor deposition are studied. Both resonance Raman and photoluminescence spectra 

show distinct features indicating clear differences in interlayer interaction between these two 
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phases.  

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by providing the major results with a section that proposes 

future work that can build on the results presented herein. 
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Chapter 2  SERS Optical Fiber Probe with Plasmonic End-facet 

2.1 Introduction 

In vivo biosensing is tremendously needed for health care and biomedical researches. For 

example, an estimated 5.4 million Americans are living with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)32, an 

irreversible, progressive brain disorder which can slowly destroys memory and thinking skills. 

However, the cause of AD is still poorly understood. Plaques comprised of Amyloid-b (Ab) 

peptide appears in the brain of AD patients, but the link between Ab peptide and the cause of AD 

is still needed to be verified 33, 34. In vivo detection of the Ab with high sensitivity and 

quantitative analysis is thus highly demanded for understanding of pathology and diagnostics of 

Alzheimer's disease. In vivo neurochemical measurement is one of the key approaches to 

investigate neuron communication as well as brain function, but still remains a great challenge 

considering the low concentration of neurotransmitters (tens of nanomolar)35, small release 

region, and rapid concentration change36. All these features of neurochemical processes require 

the biosensor to have high sensitivity, high spatial resolution and temporal resolution. In addition, 

it is often desirable for biosensing involving animal subjects to allow animal movement in order 

to observe behavior during the measurement, which requires the measurements to be compatible 

with animal movement. Therefore, typical requirements for biosensor used in in vivo biosensing 

include reasonable sensitivity and specificity for analytes, quantitative analysis, and appropriate 

spatial and temporal resolution. 
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Raman is a spectroscopy technique that can provide characteristic spectral information of 

anlaytes although the yield of Raman scattering is very low leading to weak Raman signals in 

most cases. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) makes up this deficiency via 

plasmon resonance. It is capable of ultra-sensitive detection (single molecule detection) and 

allows for label-free detection with high degree of specificity1. Molecules absorbed at 

nanostructured metallic surface experience a large amplification of electromagnetic field due to 

local surface plasmon resonance leading to orders of magnitude increase in Raman yield and 

greatly enhanced Raman signal. To achieve high SERS enhancement factors, many efforts have 

been devoted to develop various metallic (mainly Au and Ag) nanostructures to enhance the 

local electromagnetic field 7, 9, 10. In addition to traditional metallic nanostructures, graphene and 

other 2-dimentional materials have also been explored to enhance Raman signal 5, 37-39. SERS has 

been explored for in vivo tumor detection with labeled Au nanoparticles 26, 40, in which the 

specificity of detection is enabled by labeling technique. Compared with labeled nanoparticles, 

SERS optical fiber probe with single ended measurement geometry16, 17 has been gaining 

attention for in vivo label-free biosensing due to their flexibility and compatibility with remote 

sensing. A label-free detection scheme allows real-time detection and eliminates time and cost 

consuming labeling procedures28. Moreover, label-free SERS renders vibrational information 

akin to finger-prints of bio-molecules that is in principle more specific than any labeling 

approaches. The most common method to couple SERS substrates with optical fiber is to modify 
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the fiber end with SERS substrates such as Ag or Au nanoparticles (NPs) 13, 29-31. Nanoparticles 

coated optical fiber probe for in vitro SERS measurement 30, 31 can achieve enhancement factor 

on the order of 104-105, lower than common single molecule SERS EF of ~107-108 1. SERS fiber 

probes prepared using this method have spatial resolution similar to fiber core diameter (usually 

larger than 10 μm). However, higher spatial resolution is demanded in certain biosensing, like in 

vivo neurochemical monitoring 41. For instance, measurement of neurodynamics within 

individual synaptic clefts (tens of nanometers42) represents the most extreme challenge. To 

expand the SERS fiber probe for in vivo biosensing, optimization of SERS fiber probe is required 

to provide higher SERS EF and spatial resolution.  

The optimization of SERS fiber probe can be achieved only if key factors affecting 

sensitivity are well understood. This chapter describes our effort in gaining such understanding. 

In this study, we prepare SERS fiber probes based on Au nanotriangle array and propose a 

method to enhance the spatial resolution of SERS fiber probe. The key factors studied here 

include numerical aperture (N.A.) of objective lens, slit width of spectrometer, fiber length and 

size of SERS nano-array. Raman signal loss through the fiber is estimated compared with normal 

Raman detection. To further enhance SERS EF, a hybrid graphene/Au nanotriangle structure is 

transferred on fiber facet. SERS fiber probe with hybrid graphene/Au nanotriangle structure is 

found to have better performance than the fiber probe with bare Au nanotriangle structure. 
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2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Fabrication of SERS Optical Fiber Probe 

The SERS fiber probe is prepared by transferring Au nanotriangle array onto the fiber facet. 

The optical fiber (Thorlab FG050LGA) used has a 50 μm core diameter and its N.A. is 0.22. 

Figure 2.1 shows the fabrication process. SiO2 (50 nm)/Si substrate is first patterned with Au 

square (80 nm thickness) with an opening window using normal photolithography. Polystyrene 

(PS) nanospheres (500nm diameter) are coated on patterned SiO2/Si substrate through 

dip-coating method. 120 nm Au film is deposited on the PS/SiO2/Si sample by E-beam 

evaporation, after which the whole sample is ultrasonicated in ethanol for 3 min to lift off PS 

spheres. The as-prepared sample is then washed by deionized water for 3 times. 

Au nanotriangle array is transferred on fiber facet with the assistance of polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA) layer. PMMA is first coated on the SiO2/Si substrate with Au triangle 

array. Then the sample is put onto the surface of HF or KOH solution to etch the SiO2 layer in 

between PMMA and Si substrate. Once the SiO2 is completely etched, PMMA layer with Au 

nanotriangle array and patterned Au film will flow on the surface of the etching solution. Next 

the PMMA film is washed by deionized water and transferred onto the fiber facet. 

Micromanipulator is used to align the Au nanotriangle array right on the fiber core. After the 

sample dried, oxygen plasma is used to remove the PMMA layer covered on Au nanotriangle 

array. In this way, only the Raman signal generated by Au nanotriangle array within the opening 
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window region can pass through the fiber to the spectrometer. Raman signal generated elsewhere 

is blocked by the 80 nm Au film, which will absorb ~99.7% of the Raman light. By changing the 

window size in Au square pattern, spatial resolution of the fiber probe can be tuned. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic of fabrication process of SERS fiber probe. 

2.2.2 Growth and Transfer of Graphene 

Graphene used in the experiment is grown by CVD method using copper foil. 43 25 

micron-thick copper foil (Alfa Aesar #13382) is cut into a 2×2 inch square. The copper foil is 

loaded onto the center of a quartz chemical vapor deposition (CVD) chamber, the furnace is 

heated up to ~1025°C under the flow of H2 (~1000 sccm). After 30 minute annealing, the CVD 

growth is carried out with 20 Torr total pressure with CH4 (~20 sccm) and H2 (~1000 sccm) for 

15 minutes. Then the chamber is cooled down to room temperature. 
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A thin layer of PMMA is uniformly spin coated on the synthesized graphene sample. The 

metal catalyst Cu is removed in an etching solution combined CuCl2 (2.5 M) and HCl (37 wt%) 

aqueous solution with volume ratio of 4:1. Then the floating PMMA-graphene structure is 

transferred onto the surface of de-ionized water. Subsequently the sample is transferred onto the 

fiber facet with Au nanotriangle array using the similar method describe above, but the PMMA 

layer covering graphene is removed by acetone followed by isopropanol alcohol and deionized 

water washing.  

2.2.3 SERS Measurement Setup 

SERS measurement is conducted using Renishaw inVia confocal Raman microscope with 

785 nm laser (12.5 mW power with 20 s accumulation time). The SERS optical fiber is coupled 

to microscope using a home-made fiber holder. Figure 2.2 (a) shows the schematic diagram of 

the experiment setup. R6G is used as analyte molecule in this study. Unless otherwise stated, the 

R6G Raman data are obtained in liquid solution in the following experiment. SEM image in 

Figure 2.2 (b) shows the Au nanotriangle array transferred on the fiber end.  

 

Figure 2.2 (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment setup. (b) SEM image of Au nanotriangle array. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Effect of Numerical Aperture of Objective Lens on Raman Signal 

We first consider the effect of N.A. of objective lens on Raman signal. Figure 2.3 (a) shows 

the Raman spectra measured from the same SERS fiber probe with different objective lens. The 

slit width of the spectrometer is chosen as 300μm for all three lenses to make sure all the Raman 

scattered light coming out of near end of fiber can be collected by spectrometer. The highest 

Raman signal intensity is achieved by 20× lens with 0.4 N.A., followed by 50× lens with 0.75 

N.A. Five characteristic Raman peaks of R6G, 1311, 1360, 1507 1595 and 1648 cm-1 can be 

distinguished clearly using 20× lens. Raman signal obtained from 50× lens has lower intensity 

than that from 20× lens but the R6G peaks are still discernible. However, Raman spectrum 

obtained from 5× lens does not show any discernible R6G peaks. For a given SERS fiber probe 

with analyte molecules on its far end, Raman signal intensity (S) obtained through the fiber can 

be expressed as follows: 

S ∝ 𝐼0 ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 

Where I0 is incident laser power on the near end of fiber, a is the coefficient representing 

the percentage of laser power that coupled into the fiber, and b is another coefficient representing 

the percentage of Raman signal coming out of the fiber (near end) that collected by the objective 

lens. The precondition for this expression is that laser focused spot size is smaller than that of 

fiber core. For 5×, 20×, and 50× lens, the R6G 1360 cm-1 peak intensity as seen in Figure 2.3 (a) 
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are about 0, 10000 and 2000 counts, respectively. This can be reconciled with the expected 

values based on the consideration that (a∙b) = (0.22/NAlens)2. The calculated value (0.302) for 

20× lens is about 4 times of that value (0.085) for 50× lens, which is in reasonable agreement 

with the experimental result. The only noticeable difference is for 5× lens, which could be 

explained by that the laser focused spot size for 5× lens is larger than the fiber core, and 

therefore laser power coupled into fiber also decreases (a <1). The combination of the two 

factors (a<1 and b=(0.22/NAlens)2) causes the Raman signal intensity with 5× lens the lowest. 

Based on the above discussion, higher Raman signal can be achieved when the N.A. of the 

objective lens close to or match the N.A. of the fiber, assuming other conditions are the same. 

2.3.2 Effect of Slit Width of Spectrometer on Raman Signal 

Next factor affecting Raman signal is the slit width of spectrometer. Raman signal intensity 

dependence on slit width is shown in Figure 2.3 (b), where R6G 1360 cm-1 peak intensity is used 

as a metric of Raman signal intensity. By increasing the slit width from 50 to 400 μm, Raman 

signal increases by ~200% for 20× lens while background noise increases by ~20%. Thus 

widening the slit actually improves the signal to noise ratio (S/N). The trend continues up until 

the slit width reaches 250 μm for 20× lens. The reason is that beyond that value the signal stops 

increase with noise continues going up, making the 250 μm width the optimum for S/N. This 

optimum value is dependent on N.A. of the lens and it is 400 μm for 50× lens. This can be 

understood as follows. When the Raman signal from the near end of the fiber comes into the 
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objective lens and is collected by the spectrometer, the image of fiber core is projected on the slit 

of spectrometer, as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). If the magnified fiber core image size is larger than 

the slit width, part of the Raman signal does not enter into the spectrometer. When the magnified 

fiber image just matches the slit width, the Raman signal intensity reaches the maximum. Further 

increasing the slit width will not help enhance the signal intensity but increase the stray light and 

cause noise. For 20× lens, Raman signal saturates at 250 μm slit width, which means the core 

image is enlarged for about 5 times at slit width. The magnification for 50× lens is larger than 

20×, so the enlarged fiber core image on the slit is also larger, and thus the signal should saturate 

at larger slit width. Therefore, by increasing the slit width within certain range, Raman signal 

intensity can be enhanced. In the following Raman measurement, 20× lens and 300 μm slit width 

are used. 

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Raman spectra of R6G measured with SERS fiber probe (11 cm long) using different lens, 

(b) Dependence of R6G peak intensity on spectrometer slit width, (c) Illustration of fiber-to-spectrometer 

matching.44 
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2.3.3 Effect of Fiber Length on Raman Signal 

To study how fiber length affects Raman signal intensity, we investigated the S/N of R6G 

Raman peak and the noise dependence on fiber length. R6G 1360 cm-1 peak is chosen to 

calculate the S/N. As shown in Figure 2.4 (a), the S/N changes from about 5 for 400 cm long 

fiber to about 11 for 3 cm long fiber, increasing by about 2 times. The noise changes from about 

2000 counts for 400 cm long fiber to about 800 counts for 3 cm long fiber, decreasing by about 2 

times. Figure 2.4 (b) shows the Raman spectra of R6G measured using SERS fiber with different 

length. As the fiber length increases, the florescence background of fiber keeps increasing. 

Figure 2.4 (c) indicates the bare fiber background intensity (1053 cm-1 broad peak) dependence 

on fiber length, which shows a linear relationship between background intensity and fiber length 

within the length scale investigated. It is worth noting that in Figure 2.4 (b) the R6G Raman peak 

intensity keeps constant as fiber length increases to 400 cm. This observation is consistent with 

the theoretical calculation based on the fiber attenuation. The attenuation of the fiber used is 

about 8 db/km in the range of 750-800 nm, which means the Raman signal loss within the fiber 

is negligible (<0.5% ) for fiber less than 5 m. The above analyses indicate that the increase of the 

noise mainly comes from the fiber background as fiber length increases, which causes the 

decrease of the S/N ratio. Therefore, the fiber length is not a primary concern for Raman signal 

intensity loss within the length scale investigated here, but it will affect the S/N of the Raman 

spectrum and thus affect the performance of SERS fiber probe. The impact on S/N from the fiber 
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fluorescent background can be partially reduced by increasing the collection time or using long 

wavelength laser. 

 

Figure 2.4 (a) S/N ratio and noise dependence on SERS fiber length. (b) Raman spectra of R6G measured 

using SERS fiber probe with different length (Background of fiber was not removed). (c) Fiber 

background intensity dependence on fiber length. 

2.3.4 Effect of Nanoarray Size on Raman Signal and Raman Signal Loss Estimation 

As seen in Figure 2.5(a), Raman signal intensity increases with SERS array area on fiber 

end (Figures 2.5(b-d)). For SERS fiber with Au-triangle array coated on the whole fiber core (50 

μm diameter), highest Raman signal can be achieved and the detection limit can reach 10-6 M for 

R6G solution. As SERS array decreases to a 10 μm-length square, no R6G Raman peak is 

discernible. The Raman signal increases linearly with SERS array area and the spatial resolution 

is proportional to the square root of the area. Our results indicate that there is a fundamental 

tradeoff between spatial resolution and signal intensity. Spatial resolution improves with smaller 

surface area, provided the signal is still detectable. To achieve higher spatial resolution of the 

SERS fiber probe, higher SERS EF of the nanostructure is required to compensate for the 
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decrease of the SERS array size. 

 

Figure 2.5 (a) R6G Raman spectra obtained by SERS fiber probes (11 cm long). Fiber background has 

been removed in (a). For comparison, R6G spectrum (black curve) measured by the free-space detection 

scheme (Raman signal directly enter into objective lens) is also shown in (a). (b-d) Optical image of fiber 

probe with Au triangle array covering the whole surface (b), 20 μm Au array (c) and 10 μm (d) Au array 

covering on fiber core. Scale bar in (b), (c) and (d) are 20 μm. 

To estimate the Raman signal loss of the SERS fiber probe compared with direct Raman 

detection method, Raman measurement of R6G (10-5M) on Au nanotriangle array is conducted. 

For direct Raman detection, laser is directly focused on the fiber end with SERS substrates, and 

the Raman signal is collected by objective lens. SERS fiber probe used for direct Raman 

detection is first immersed into R6G solution (10-5 M) for 10 minutes, and then dries for 

measurement. Black spectrum in Figure 2.5 (a) shows the R6G Raman spectrum measured 

through the direct detection. Taking R6G 1360 cm-1 peak intensity as a metric, Raman signal 
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intensity measured by the direct method is about 2 times of that measured through fiber probe, 

indicating the Raman signal loss due to fiber is about 50%. When experimental setup is fixed, 

Raman signal intensity can be expressed as follows,  

S ∝
𝐼0
𝐴
𝐴𝐷𝐷Ω𝑡 

where S is Raman signal intensity expressed in Raman photons, I0 is incident laser power 

(photons∙s-1) shinning on the analyte molecules, A is laser spot area (cm2), AD is the sample area 

monitored by spectrometer (cm2), D is the molecule density(#∙cm-2), Ω is the solid angle 

collected by objective lens (sr), and t is collection time (s). In SERS fiber probe detection method, 

laser light comes out from 20× objective lens (N.A.=0.4) and couples into the fiber (N.A.=0.22), 

in which only 30.25 % of laser intensity (I0) is coupled into the fiber and finally illuminates 

molecules on the fiber core. For direct Raman detection, laser spot area (A) is the same as the 

sample area (AD) monitored by spectrometer. For the fiber detection, the spectrometer slit width 

has been enlarged so that the entire fiber core image can entrance the slit, which also means A is 

equal to AD. The molecule density D and collection time t are the same for both detection 

methods. Raman signal coming from laser spot region is collected by 20× lens (N.A.=0.4) for the 

direct detection, but for the fiber detection Raman signal coming from fiber core region 

(N.A.=0.22) is collected by objective lens. Due to the smaller N.A. of fiber, the solid angle value 

for the fiber detection is only 30.25% of that for the direct detection. Based on the above analysis, 

the Raman signal measured by fiber method is approximately 10% (30.25%×30.25%) of that 
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measured by the direct detection, which is comparable with the experimental results (about 50% 

loss). It is worth noting that laser power density (photos∙s-1∙cm-2) at molecules decreases for fiber 

detection method compared with direct Raman detection, but the larger fiber core area (i.e. larger 

amount of analyte molecules) compensates for the laser power density decrease. Therefore, to 

keep the spatial resolution (laser focused spot size is about 4 μm for 20× lens) of direct Raman 

detection, we need to reduce the SERS nanoarray size on fiber facet to the similar size of laser 

spots. In this situation, laser power density decrease will became the primary factor which 

contributes to the Raman signal loss. Therefore, SERS nanostructure with higher EF is required 

to compensate for the laser power density decrease. 

2.3.5 Graphene/Au Hybrid SERS Fiber Probe 

To improve EFs of SERS fiber probes, graphene is transferred on Au nanotriangle array on 

SERS fiber probe (Inset image in Figure 2.6(a)). Through superimposing graphene over metallic 

SERS substrates, higher SERS enhancement factor has been obtained for selected families of 

molecules.5 In our experiment, we do observe this enhancement using graphene/Au hybrid SERS 

fiber probe, as seen in Figure 2.6(a). Graphene 2D and G peak are readily apparent and graphene 

D peak overlaps with R6G 1311 cm-1 peak. R6G Raman peak intensities measured by 

Au/graphene fiber probe are larger than that by the fiber probe with bare Au nano-array for the 

same concentration of R6G solution (10-6 M), which is due to the chemical enhancement of 

graphene. The introducing of graphene not only enhanced the Raman signal intensity but also 
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would help in vivo biosensing using SERS fiber probe due to its bio-compatibility and 

chemical-stability.45-47 Through transferring graphene/Au hybrid substrates on fiber, we have 

demonstrated that Au triangle/ graphene are suitable for fiber-based SERS sensing applications. 

Although the SERS enhancement for this hybrid SERS substrate is relatively low compared to 

nanoparticle-based substrates, the substrate has larger SERS-active zones than 

nanoparticle-based substrates. As shown in the FDTD simulated electric field distribution 

(Figure 2.6 (b)), the enhanced electric field extends 50 nm into the gaps between Au nano 

triangles, much larger than the gap formed in nanoparticle-based substrates. Such large 

SERS-active zone makes this structure suitable for label-free direct SERS sensing of 

macromolecules such as proteins and DNAs. In addition, the properties of graphene make it 

possible to modulate SERS effects using the hybrid graphene/metallic nanostructures. 

 

Figure 2.6 (a) R6G Raman spectrum obtained by SERS fiber probe with graphene/Au nanotriangle (11 

cm long). Inset SEM image shows graphene covering on Au nanotriangle. Yellow boxed area indicates 

the graphene fold formed between neighboring Au triangles. (b) Electrical field magnitude mapping along 

x-y plan for z=0 nm. (c) Schematic model of Au triangle array used for FDTD simulation, in which 
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incident light is along z axis and polarization direction is along x-axis. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, Au nanotriangle array based SERS fiber probe is prepared. Effects of optical 

lens, slit width, fiber length and array size on Raman signal intensity are investigated. Matching 

N.A. of lens to N.A. of fiber and matching of slit width to size of enlarged fiber core image can 

help increasing Raman signal. Raman signal intensity appears to be independent of fiber length up 

to several meters but S/N will decrease with fiber length. Size of SERS array coated on fiber facet 

is one primary factor accounting for the Raman signal loss, which is ultimately due to laser power 

density decrease on the fiber end. SERS fiber probe with hybrid graphene/Au nano-array is found 

to be superior to the fiber probe with bare Au nano-array in terms of the sensitivity. The fabrication 

method proposed here can be used to further enhance fiber probe spatial resolution. 
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Chapter 3  Coupling SPP with LSPR for Enhanced Field Confinement: A 

FDTD Simulation Study 

3.1 Introduction 

The electromagnetic (EM) enhancement is the major mechanism for SERS enhancement, in 

which local EM field is enhanced due to the excitation of localized surface plasmon (LSP) of metal 

nanostructures. This enhancement of EM field accounts for the increase of the Raman signal 

intensity of adsorbates on (typically) metallic surfaces. In addition to LSP, surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs) are another potential source of EM enhancement. It has been shown that metallic 

ring structure can focus SPPs into its geometric center and create an intense spot of near field 

optical intensity on a flat metal surface.48-52 However, Raman enhancement factor (EF) due to the 

focused SPPs by ring structure is low compared with LSP.53 Coupling between SPP and LSPR on 

nanohole/nanocone arrays has also been explored to enhanced the local electrical field recently, 

and shown improved Raman detection performance.54 

To achieve strong Raman signal, high local EM field is required in SERS metallic 

nanostructures. Tremendous efforts have been spent on engineering the structure of metal 

nanostructures to obtain high local EM field.18-22 Among these nanostructures, nanogap formed 

between metal nanoparticles (NPs) is a highly effective SERS nanostructure, which can boost the 

Raman signal up to ~109 times.21 The deficiency of this kind of structure is the small detection 

volume, typically below 10 nm. With such small size of detection volume, it is difficult for large 
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molecules like proteins to fit in the gap where the hot spots are located. Compared with nanogap 

between adjacent NPs, nanopyramid array is an open structure, in which hot spots locate between 

neighboring pyramids.5, 6 As such, large molecules can easily move into these regions and their 

Raman signals can be enhanced. The shortcoming of nanopyramid arrays is that the magnitude of 

EM field at the hot spots is not as high as that in NPs. This chapter discusses the use of SPP 

lunched by circular ring structure combined with the LSP generated near nanopyramids to enhance 

local EM field.  

We systematically investigate structural variables that could affect the coupling efficiency 

between SPP and LSP to obtain optimal design using finite-difference time domain (FDTD) 

simulation. This study aims at finding the quasi-quantitative relation between several 

key-variables as detailed below of the pyramid-ring combination and the overall SERS 

enhancement at the center of the structure. Such highly localized (within ~10 nm range) and 

extremely intense (as high as 104 times the intensity of a tightly focused laser beam) 

non-propagating electric field has many potential applications including biosensing, surgery, and 

biomedical research. The structural variables affecting the focus of SPPs are adjusted 

systematically to optimizing performance. We consider the following factors that could affect the 

interaction between SPP and LSP, ring radius, number of rings, pyramid spacing, number of 

pyramids, and the relative position of ring center and pyramid array center. The SERS 

performance of different structures is evaluated based on integral of |E|4 value over space. We also 
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carry out the study of the LSP-SPP hybrid structure on the tip of optical fiber probes with the 

intended application for in vivo biosensing (Section 3.3.4) 

3.1.1 Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) 

A plasmon is a quantum quasi-particle, which represents the elementary excitations of the 

charge density ossilation in a plasma. Polaritons describe the coupled state between an 

elementary excitation and a photon. When light interacts with metal, the optical response of a 

metal in the visiable and infrared is dominated by the interaction of light with free-electron 

plasma. The EM waves in a metal are called plasmon-polaritons. Surface plasmon is a kind of 

plasma modes in thin film, corresponding to longitudinal charge density waves propagating at 

metal/dielectric surface. SPP corresponds to a mixed mode where the energy is shared between 

the charge density wave (surface plasmon) and the EM wave (photon). SPP modes on a planar 

metal surface are bound to the metal surface and guided by it, propagating until their energy is 

lost either to absorption in the metal or scattering into other directions (such as into free space).  

As is stated above, SPP is a kind of EM wave propagating along the surface of interface. 

SPP modes can be described by the surface plasmon–polariton dispersion relation, the 

relationship between the angular frequency (ω) and in-plane wavevector (k) of SPP modes. Next, 

we will give a brief derivation of the surface plasmon–polariton dispersion relationship and the 

SPP wavelength. Let us consider EM wave propergating along an interface between a metal film 

with dielectric constant ε𝑚 and a dielectric film with dielectric constant ε𝑑.( Figure 3.1 ) 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic figure of propagating SPPs with transversal Ez and longitudinal Ex and Hy. 

Planar wave on the surface can be written in Equation (3.1) and (3.2): 

 𝐻(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = (𝐻𝑥,𝐻𝑦,𝐻𝑧) 𝑒𝑥𝑒�𝑖�𝑘𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝑘𝑧𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡�� (3.1) 

 𝐸(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = (𝐸𝑥,𝐸𝑦,𝐸𝑧) 𝑒𝑥𝑒�𝑖�𝑘𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝑘𝑧𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡�� (3.2) 

SPP is a transverse magnetic (TM-polarized) wave, and thus we can get 

 𝐸𝑥,𝐸𝑧 𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐻𝑦 ≠ 0 (3.3) 

 𝐸𝑦 = 𝐻𝑥 = 𝐻𝑧 = 0 (3.4) 

By plugging (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.1) and (3.2), we can get 

 𝑯𝑑 = (0,𝐻𝑦𝑑, 0) 𝑒𝑥𝑒[𝑖(𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥 + 𝑘𝑧𝑑𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] (3.5) 

 𝑬𝑑 = (𝐸𝑥𝑑, 0,𝐸𝑧𝑑) 𝑒𝑥𝑒[𝑖(𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥 + 𝑘𝑧𝑑𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] (3.6) 

 𝑯𝑚 = (0,𝐻𝑦𝑚, 0) 𝑒𝑥𝑒[𝑖(𝑘𝑥𝑚𝑥 − 𝑘𝑧𝑚𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] (3.7) 

 𝑬𝑚 = (𝐸𝑥𝑚, 0,𝐸𝑧𝑚) 𝑒𝑥𝑒[𝑖(𝑘𝑥𝑚𝑥 − 𝑘𝑧𝑚𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] (3.8) 

From Maxwell equation ∇ × H = ε ∂E
∂t

, we can get 

 
�
−𝜕𝑧𝐻𝑦

0
𝜕𝑥𝐻𝑦

� = −
𝜀𝜔
𝑐
�
𝐸𝑥
0
𝐸𝑧
� (3.9) 

For dielectric, we have 

 
𝑘𝑧𝑑𝐻𝑦𝑑 = +𝜀𝑑

𝜔
𝑐 
𝐸𝑥𝑑 (3.10) 

 
𝑘𝑥𝑑𝐻𝑦𝑑 = −𝜀𝑑

𝜔
𝑐 
𝐸𝑧𝑑 (3.11) 
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For Metal, we have 

 
     𝑘𝑧𝑚𝐻𝑦𝑚 = −𝜀𝑚

𝜔
𝑐 
𝐸𝑥𝑚 (3.12) 

 
     𝑘𝑥𝑚𝐻𝑦𝑚 = −𝜀𝑚

𝜔
𝑐 
𝐸𝑧𝑚 (3.13) 

At the interface boundary, we have  

 𝐻𝑦𝑑 =  𝐻𝑦𝑚,𝐸𝑥𝑑 = 𝐸𝑥𝑚,𝐸𝑧𝑑 = 𝐸𝑧𝑚 (3.14) 

Therefore,  

 𝑘𝑧𝑑
𝜀𝑑

+
𝑘𝑧𝑚
𝜀𝑚

= 0 
(3.15) 

On the other hand, we have  

 
𝑘𝑥

2 + 𝑘𝑧
2 = 𝑘2 =

𝜀𝜔2

𝑐2
 

(3.16) 

At the interface, we can get 

 𝑘𝑥𝑑 = 𝑘𝑥𝑚 = 𝑘𝑥 (3.17) 

For dielectric: 

 
𝑘𝑥

2 + 𝑘𝑧𝑑
2 =

𝜀𝑑𝜔2

𝑐2
 (3.18) 

For metal:  

 
𝑘𝑥

2 + 𝑘𝑧𝑚
2 =

𝜀𝑚𝜔2

𝑐2
 (3.19) 

As a result, from Equation (3.15), (3.18) and (3.19), we can get  

 
𝑘𝑥

2 =
𝜔2

𝑐2
𝜀𝑚𝜀𝑑
𝜀𝑚 + 𝜀𝑑

,  𝑘𝑧𝑑
2 =

𝜔2

𝑐2
εd2

𝜀𝑚 + 𝜀𝑑
,  𝑘𝑧𝑚

2 =
𝜔2

𝑐2
εm2

𝜀𝑚 + 𝜀𝑑
 (3.20) 

Therefore, we obtain the surface plasmon–polariton dispersion relationship shown in below. 

 
𝑘𝑥 =

𝜔
𝑐 �

𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑑 + 𝜀𝑚

= 𝑘𝑥
′ + 𝑖𝑘𝑥

′′ (3.21) 

From the above dispersion relationship, we can get the SPP wavelength, i.e. the period of 
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the surface charge density oscillation and associated field distribution of the mode. The SPP 

wavelength can be obtained from the complex dispersion relation by taking the real and 

imaginary parts respectively. The real part (𝑘𝑥′) of the surface plasmon wavevector 𝑘𝑥 is 

 
𝑘𝑥′ =

𝜔
𝑐
�

𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚′
𝜀𝑑 + 𝜀𝑚′

 (3.22) 

Where 𝜀𝑚′ is the real part of the metal dielectric constant. From this the SPP wavelegnth, 

𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠, is given by 𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 2𝜋/𝑘𝑥′. 

 
𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆0�

𝜀𝑑 + 𝜀𝑚′
𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚′

 (3.23) 

where 𝜆0 is the free space wavelength. 

 

Figure 3.2 Dispersion relation of SPPs. 

As seen from the SPP dispersion relations (Figure 3.2), the SPP wavevector is larger than 

the photon wavevector in the adjacent dielectric medium; thus, light illuminating a smooth 

surface cannot be directly coupled to surface polaritons. To meet the requirement of wavevector 

conservation, special experimental arrangements have been designed. One way of matching the 

photon and SPP wavevectors is to use total internal reflection geometry or Kretschmann and Otto 
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configurations (Figure 3.3). In the Kretschmann configuration (Figure 3.3a), the metal film is 

illuminated through the dielectric prism at an angle of incidence greater than the angle of total 

internal reflection. The wavevector of light is increased in the optically dense medium. At a 

certain angle of incidence θ where the in-plane component of the photon wavevector in the prism 

coincides with the SPP wavevector on an air–metal surface, the parallel momentum ℏk𝑥 =

𝑎𝑠ℏk0𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑠  (np is the refractive index of prism) in the prism is then transferred by the 

evanescent field through the metal and can excite SPP modes of the metal/dielectric interface. In 

addition, coupling SPPs to light can be achieved through relaxing the conservation of momentum 

restriction, i.e. break the translational invariance. This can be achieved by engraving a periodic 

structure on the surface along the x direction (Figure 3.3e), or generating a random surface 

roughness (Figure 3.3f). Besides that SPPs can also be excited by scanning near-field optical 

microscopy (SNOM) probe. 55 

 

Figure 3.3 SPP excitation configurations: (a) Kretschmann geometry, (b) two-layer Kretschmann 

geometry, (c) Otto geometry, (d) excitation with an SNOM probe, (e) diffraction on a grating, and (f) 

diffraction on surface features. 55 
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3.1.2 Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) Method 

The three dimensional finite difference time domain method (FDTD) is widely used in 

nanoplasmonic simulations. FDTD is a powerful numerical tool for theoretical studies of the 

SERS EM enhancement mechanism, and a useful tool for the design of SERS substrate with 

higher sensitivities and spectral spatial resolution. In the FDTD approach, both space and time 

are divided into discrete segments. Space is segmented into box-shaped “cells” with the electric 

fields located on the edges of the box and the magnetic fields positioned on the faces, as shown 

in Figure 3.4. This orientation of the fields is known as the “Yee cell” or “Yee grid”. In FDTD 

method, time is quantized into small steps where each step represents the time required for the 

field to travel from one cell to the next. 

 

Figure 3.4 Illustration of a standard Cartesian Yee cell used for FDTD56. 

The basic principle of FDTD is to numerically solve Maxwell’s differential equations 

 
𝛻 × 𝑬 = −

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡

 (3.24) 

 
𝛻 × 𝑯 = 𝑱 +

𝜕𝑫
𝜕𝑡

 
(3.25) 
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where E, D, H, B, J represent the electric field, electric displacement, magnetic field, 

magnetic induction intensity and current density, respectively.  

Taking that function f(x,y,z,t) denotes the electric or magnetic field in the coordinate system, 

we have the form f(x,y,z,t)=f(iΔx,jΔy,kΔz,nΔt)=fn(i,j,k).Then f(x,y,z,t) can be discretized via the 

central difference approximation in both space and time: 
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By solving these discrete equations using numerical methods, electric and magnetic fields 

associated with each Yee cell can be obtained. The Yee cell size can affect the accuracy of the 

calculated field distribution. Typically, Yee cell size should be significantly smaller than the 

smallest excitation wavelength, and smaller Yee cell size will generate more accurate calculation 

results. However, due to the limitation of computation resources, cell size cannot be infinitely 

small. To save computational time, non-uniform Yee cell method is also developed.  

3.2 FDTD Simulation Model Setup 

Concentric rings of Au are employed for launching SPPs. An Au pyramid array is placed at 
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the center of the rings to generate LSP. The magnitude of electric field of Au pyramid array is 

calculated using FDTD method (Lumerical FDTD Solutions). The calculations are set up as a 

three-dimensional system with a 4 nm resolution cubic grid, and including the appropriate 

boundary conditions. The excitation light is modeled as a normal incident plane wave of 633 nm 

wavelength, considering that 633 nm laser is one of the most commonly achievable lasers. The 

polarization of light is along x-axis. The direction of the incident light is set to illuminate the 

pyramid array from the top side onto the apex of the pyramids (along –z-axis) for simulation in 

section 3.3.1 to 3.3.3, and from the bottom side onto the bases of the pyramids (along +z direction) 

for section 3.3.4. 

The amplitude of electric field of incident light (|E0|) is set to be 1. The calculated amplitude 

of electric field (|E|) appears as the ratio of |E|/|E0|. The absolute amplitude of electric field of the 

incident light is determined by the incident laser power. For example, a beam of 633 nm laser 

with 5 mW power and 1 μm-diameter laser spot will generate a light intensity of 6.36×105 

W/cm2, and the corresponding value of |E0| is 0.022 MV/cm. The local electric field 

enhancements depend strongly on the exact position of the SERS substrate surface. Thus, the 

SERS EFs on the surface of a typical SERS substrate are highly non-uniform, even at a molecular 

scale of nanometers. For detection of trace amount of molecules, both hot spots and their size need 

to be considered for the evaluation of the overall enhancement of SERS substrates. The metrics we 

use for quantify SERS performance consists a combination of high electric field and large volume 
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with sufficiently high electric field. We choose 10 as a threshold value of |E| for SERS hot spots. In 

other words, when the value of |E| within one mesh box is large than 10, we consider that mesh box 

as a SERS hot spot. To quantitatively characterize the overall SERS enhancement of each 

pyramid-ring combination, we apply an integral of |E|4 value over space based on the common 

|E|4-approximation.17 More specifically, we calculate the sum of |E|4 value of every hot spot 

(∑ |𝐸|4|𝐸|≥10 ) within a fixed space (640×640×160 nm). So obtained is the overall enhancement 

value used to evaluate the performance of various Au nanostructures in the following discussion. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Electric Field Distribution of a 4-Pyramids Array 

A 4-pyramids array pattern is chosen as the basic structure. Figure 3.5(b) shows the schematic 

diagram of the pyramid model. Each pyramid has a 200 nm base length and 140 nm height. The 

continuous Au film beneath the pyramids is 20 nm thick. Figure 3.5(a) shows the 2-dimentional 

(2D) electric field distribution of the 4-pyramids array along x-y, x-z, and y-z plane. Hot spots are 

mainly located on the ridge and the apex region of the pyramids and the volume of hot spots is 

small compared to the Au pyramid structure. The total volume of hot spots only accounts for less 

than 0.5% of the volume of one Au pyramid and the maximum |E|/|E0| value at hot spots is 12. The 

simulation results indicate that Au pyramid array alone cannot render high electric field together 

with large detection volume. Therefore, improvement of both hot spots number and electric field at 
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hot spots around pyramid array are needed for highly sensitive detection of trace amount 

molecules. 

 

Figure 3.5 (a) The 2D electric field distribution of 4-pyramids array along x-y, x-z and y-z plane (excitation 

wavelength=633 nm); (b) Schematic diagram of the 4-pyramids array used for simulation. 

3.3.2 Enhancement of Electric Field by Focusing SPPs to a 4-Pyramids Array 

Circular metallic rings are known to possess the ability of launching and focusing SPPs into 

its center.51, 52 By placing the pyramid array in the center of the metallic circular ring, it is possible 

to enhance the electric field of Au pyramids further. In this section, we will discuss the structural 

variables directly influencing the electric field of Au pyramids. These variables include the radius 

of the rings, and the number of rings. 

3.3.2.1 Effect of Ring Radius on Electric Field 

A circular ring is designed to excite SPPs and focus them into the center. Figure 3.6(a) shows 

the schematic diagram of Au ring and its cross-section view. The height of the ring is 60 nm and 
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the width of the ring is 200 nm. For 633 nm light excitation, SPP wavelength (λspp)57 on Au is 

598.2 nm and propagation length (δspp)57 of the SPP is 8 μm, which is about 13 times of the SPP 

wavelength. Plasmon focusing with linearly polarized light usually results in an inhomogeneous 

plasmon focal spot owing to the symmetry mismatch between incident polarization and plasmonic 

structures.52 Figure 3.6(b) shows the 2D electric field distribution at the center of bare Au ring 

structure with radius of 22 λspp. A minimum electric field is created at the geometric focus, which 

is due to the destructive interference between counter-propagating surface plasmon waves. This 

inhomogeneous plasmon focal spot can be viewed as two SPP focal spots, at which |E|/|E0| value is 

about 3, apparently lower than the |E|/|E0| value of hot spots of the 4-Au pyramids array (Figure 

3.5(a)). 

 

Figure 3.6 (a) Schematic diagram of Au pyramid array located at the center of the ring and its cross-section 

view. (b) 2D electric field distribution at the center of single Au ring (R=22λspp). (c) 2D electric field 

distribution of 4-pyramids array after adding one Au ring (R=22λspp). (d) Overall SERS enhancement with 

increasing radius of the ring (excitation wavelength=633 nm). 
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By placing the 4-pyramids array at the center of the ring, focused SPPs are able to couple with 

the LSP generated by pyramid structure, leading to stronger electric field around pyramids. We 

then consider the effect of ring radius (R) on the overall SERS enhancement. The radiuses of the 

rings range from 2 λspp to 35 λspp. Figure 3.6(c) shows the 2D electric field distribution of Au 

pyramid array after adding one Au ring (R=22λspp). Figure 3.6(d) shows the dependence of the 

overall SERS enhancement of Au pyramids-ring structures on the ring radius. As the ring radius 

increases from 2 to 35 λspp, the overall enhancement of Au pyramids-ring first increases and then 

decreases with maximum value at the radius of about 22 λspp. Compared with bare Au pyramids 

array, Au pyramids array with ring structure enhances both the number of hot spots and the 

maximum |E|/|E0| value at hot spots. 

For bare metallic ring, the intensity of electric field at the center first increases and then 

decreases as the radius of the ring is increased.52 This trend of the intensity is determined by two 

competing processes, increased source of SPPs and enhanced intensity loss due to SPP damping. 

Assuming each small segment of the ring as an SPP generator, total electric field generated by the 

whole ring should be in proportion to its radius R. Meanwhile, the field intensity also decays as 

exp(-R/δspp). Thus the SPP intensity in the center of the ring should be proportional to Rexp(−R/

δ𝑠𝑠𝑠). We can easily obtain a “first increasing then decreasing” trend with a critical point at R=δspp. 

After combining Au pyramids array with Au ring, a similar trend is observed on our structure, but 

the focused SPPs start to couple with LSP generated by Au pyramid structure, which should make 
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the dependence relation more complicated. That is probably why our maximum overall 

enhancement is found at about 22λspp≈1.6δspp rather than δspp. Table 3.1 shows the contribution of 

the various site enhancements to the total SERS enhancement (here defined as ∑ |𝐸|4|𝐸|≥1 ) for Au 

pyramid array with one ring (R=22λspp). The hottest sites (|E|/|E0|>10) contain just 0.03% of all the 

mesh boxes (within 640×640×160 nm region) but contribute 35% of the total SERS enhancement, 

illustrating the reason why we define 10 as a threshold value of |E|/|E0| for SERS hot spots. 

Table 3.1 Contribution of various site enhancements to the total SERS enhancement (R=22λspp) 

|𝐸|/|𝐸0| Percentage of mesh boxes 
Percentage of contribution to the 

total enhancement 

1-5 99.76% 43% 

5-10 0.21% 22% 

10-16 0.03% 35% 

3.3.2.2 Effect of the Number of Rings on Electric Field 

In this section, we increase the number of rings to enhance the excitation of SPPs. For 

multiple concentric rings structure, if the locations of the additional rings satisfy the circular Bragg 

condition for plasmonic wavelength, the electric intensity of the plasmonic focus will get stronger 

while the focal spot remains approximately the same size as more rings are added. In the following 

simulation, the number of rings is increased from 1 to 18. We start from the largest ring with a 

radius of 20 λspp, and each new ring is added with one λspp smaller radius. For the 18th ring, radius 

is 3λspp. Figure 3.7(a) shows the 2D electric field distribution along x-y planes for Au pyramids 
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with 15 rings added. The electric field between pyramids and the hot spot volume are strongly 

enhanced compared with the situation without rings (Figure 3.5(a)). The increased rings contribute 

to the dramatically enhanced excitation of SPPs, which mainly account for the enhancement of 

electric field near pyramids. Figure 3.7(b) shows the overall SERS enhancement with increasing 

number of the rings. The overall enhancement of substrate first gradually improves as more rings 

are added, but starts to decrease as ring number further increases to 18. As the ring number 

increases, SPP sources increase, but scattering due to the presence of inner ring will also increase. 

These two competing mechanism determines the amount of SPPs which could be coupled into the 

central pyramid array. As the number of rings increases to certain amount, scattering starts to 

dominate and we see that the overall enhancement decrease as the number of rings is increased. 

Figure 3.7(c) shows the calculated extinction, absorption and scattering curve of the 

4-pyramids array with 15 rings, and the wavelength dependence of its overall SERS enhancement. 

The extinction curve does not show an apparent resonance peak, but the overall enhancement 

shows a clear maximum value near 610 nm. At the wavelength smaller than 575 nm, the 

enhancement of electric field near Au pyramid is very small with no electric field amplitude 

(|E|/|E0|) being larger than 10. The discrepancy between extinction curve and overall enhancement 

dependence on wavelength can be understood from the following two aspects. First, the distance 

between neighboring Au rings is set as one plasmonic wavelength based on the 633 nm excitation. 

When excitation wavelength is far away from 633 nm, the plasmonic wavelength will change 
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correspondingly, and thus the neighboring rings will no longer satisfy the circular Bragg condition 

for the plasmonic wavelength. As such, SPP wave is not constructively interferenced, and the 

amount of SPPs focused to the center of ring will decrease dramatically, leading to the low 

enhancement of electric field. Second, scattering starts to dominate the extinction for longer 

wavelength despite the reduction in plasmon resonance related absorption, as seen in Figure 3.7(c). 

In addition, the enhancement of local electrical field around pyramids are mainly due to the 

coupling between SPP and LSP. Extinction curve can reflect the LSPR frequency but probably not 

appropriate to characterize the optimum frequency for the coupling between SPP and LSP. In the 

following simulation, we will continue to use 633 nm wavelength for excitation of SPP and LSP. 

 

Figure 3.7 (a) The 2D electric field distribution of 4-pyramids array (with 15 rings) along x-y plane; (b) 

Overall enhancement with increasing number of the rings (excitation wavelength=633 nm). (c) Extinction 

absorption and scattering curve of Au pyramid array with 15 rings, and the overall enhancement change 

with excitation wavelength. 
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3.3.3 Coupling Efficiency of SPPs and 4-Pyramids Array 

In this section, the coupling efficiency of the focused SPPs and pyramid array is discussed. 

The structural variables could affect the coupling efficiency are investigated, including the 

pyramid spacing, the distance of pyramid array center to the ring center, and the number of 

pyramids. We assume that the structural variables affecting the LSP and SPP interaction do not 

have an obviously convoluted effects with one another. In other words, the change of one 

structural variable will not influence the way that another variable affects the LSP and SPP 

coupling. Based on the assumption, the number of rings is fixed to be 6 with smallest ring size of 

15 λspp and the largest ring size of 20 λspp for simulation in section 3.3 and 3.4 in order to save the 

computational resource. 

3.3.3.1 Simulation of Varying Spacing between the Pyramids 

In this section, the spacing (S) between neighboring pyramids varies from 200 nm to 600 nm 

to couple with SPPs. Figure 3.8 shows the 2D electric field distribution and overall SERS 

enhancement for varying spacing between pyramids. The pyramids with 250 nm spacing generate 

larger hot spot volume than pyramids with 500 nm spacing (Figure 3.8(a,b)). When the spacing is 

increased from 200 to 600 nm, the general trend of overall enhancement is first increasing and then 

decreasing. This can be understood from the relative position between Au pyramids and SPP focal 

spots. The Au rings focus SPPs into its center to form two SPP focal spots (Figure 3.8(b)). The 

more the Au pyramids overlap with SPP focal spots, the stronger the coupling between SPP and 
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LSP. Therefore, pyramids overlap with the SPP focal spots the most will lead to the highest overall 

SERS enhancement.  

 

Figure 3.8 The 2D electric distribution of pyramids array with different spacing between pyramids: (a) 250 

nm (b) 500 nm. Mappings in (a) and (b) have the same scale bar for |E|/|E0|. (c) Overall enhancement with 

increasing spacing between pyramids (excitation wavelength=633 nm). 

3.3.3.4 Simulation of Varying Distance of Pyramid Array Center to the Ring Center 

In this section, the position of 4-pyramids array is shifted from the ring center to study the 

coupling efficiency of LSP and SPPs. The distance (D) of the pyramid array center to the ring 

center varies from 0 nm to 600 nm along x-axis. Figure 3.9 shows the 2D electric field distribution 

and overall SERS enhancement with various distances. SPPs are focused into the center of the ring 

pattern, and thus the general trend is that the further the pyramid array away from the ring center, 

the less efficient they are coupled and thus the weaker enhancement. However, when the pyramids 

are moved away from the ring center, it will encounter the peaks and troughs of SPPs along the 

way, which will lead to fluctuation of coupling efficiency and thus the fluctuation of overall 

enhancement, as seen in Figure 3.9(c).  
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Figure 3.9 The x-y plane 2D electric field distribution of increasing distance between pyramids center to the ring 

center: (a) 200 nm (b) 400 nm. Mappings in (a) and (b) have the same scale bar for |E|/|E0|. (c) Overall 

enhancement with increasing distance between pyramids center to ring center (excitation wavelength=633 nm). 

3.3.3.5 Simulation of Varying Number of Pyramids 

In this section, one, two and three pyramids are taken away from the 4 pyramids pattern. The 

positions of the left three, two and one pyramid are chosen to overlap most part of the hot spot 

region generated by SPPs. Figure 3.10 shows the 2D electric field distribution of different pyramid 

pattern and the overall enhancement with increasing number of pyramids. When the number of 

pyramids becomes smaller than 4, the enhancement can actually be stronger. The underlying 

mechanism is that a pyramid stand right on the SPP focal spot can provide the strongest 

enhancement, as is mentioned in section 3.3.3.1. For the 4-pyramids array, SPP focal spots only 

appear in the gaps between pyramids (Figure 3.5 (a)), while the one, two and three pyramids array 

all have at least one pyramid standing right on the SPP focal spot. Not only would the results give 

us a hint of how to couple LSP and SPP efficiently, it also suggests that by reducing pyramid 

number, the electric field can be further confined spatially without sacrifice of the electric field 
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intensity. 

 

Figure 3.10 The x-y plane 2D electric field distribution for different number of pyramids: (a) 2 pyramids 

and (b) 3 pyramids. Mappings in (a) and (b) have the same scale bar for |E|/|E0|. (c) Overall enhancement 

with increasing number of pyramid (excitation wavelength=633 nm). 

3.3.4 Fiber-Based Probe with Back Illumination and Signal Extraction 

One objective of this simulation is to guide the fabrication of SERS optical fiber probe for 

remote sensing. The fabrication process requires transferring the 4-pyramids pattern onto the 

optical fiber end, where the incident light is illuminating from the backside (bottom) of the 

pyramids. In this case, signal extraction could be difficult for certain reasons. One of the main 

issues is that Au film substrate will absorb the signal while it travels through. Two approaches can 

be employed to address this issue, one is to reduce the thickness of continuous film, the other is to 

open a window in the continuous film to let light pass through. The following simulations is to 

determine the signal extraction efficiency in the case of fiber-based probe with back illumination 

In this simulation, the thickness of Au continuous film beneath rings is adjusted from 20 nm 

to 0 nm. When the thickness of the film changes from 20 nm to 0 nm, the enhancement of electric 
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field increases dramatically. Figure 3.11(a) shows the 2D electric field distribution of 0 nm Au 

film. Because substrate without a continuous film will reduce the chance that the incident light and 

Raman signal absorbed by Au film, and thus has a higher signal extraction efficiency. For 

comparison, pyramids without ring structure are also simulated, whose performance is shown in 

Figure 3.11 (c). Again, it can be seen that by adding ring structure, the enhancement increases 

significantly, indicating effective coupling between SPP and LSP. Another way of increasing the 

signal extraction efficiency is to remove part of the continuous Au film substrate, as show in the 

inset of Figure 3.11(c). 2D electric field distribution of broken film is shown in Figure 3.11(b). 

Compared with 20 nm continuous film, broken film generates higher enhancement, which is yet 

lower than that with 0 nm film thickness. 

The common single-ended SERS fiber probe is prepared by coating metallic NPs or 

transferring nano-patterns on the facet of one optical fiber.29-31 Because the Raman signal come 

back to spectrometer through the same fiber core, SERS fiber probes prepared using this method 

detects signal from across the entire fiber facet (usually larger than 10 μm) rendering the SERS 

spatial resolution on the same order of magnitude. With the pyramid-ring structure, on the other 

hand, the excitation EM field energy is concentrated to the array of pyramids, which could cover 

orders of magnitude smaller area compared to the area of the fiber facet. Because SERS yield is 

proportional to the fourth power of the amplitude of the EM field, this concentration of the EM 

field leads to drastically improved spatial resolution. Our simulation results indicate that the Au 
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pyramid-ring can confine the electric field within a 700×700 nm region. The pyramid-ring 

structure could provide higher spatial resolution for SERS optical fiber probe than those of the 

previously reported SERS fiber probes if the pyramids-ring SERS platform were transferred onto 

the optical fiber facet. 

 

Figure 3.11 The 2D electric field distribution for different thickness of Au films: (a) 0 nm (b) 20 nm with 

opening window between pyramids. (c) Overall enhancement with increasing substrate thickness from back 

illumination (excitation wavelength=633 nm). Inset shows the schematic diagram of non-continuous Au 

film substrate. 

3.4 Conclusion 

This research demonstrates a novel open-structured Au pyramids SERS platform with 

enhancement of the spatial confinement of the electric field. Excitation of SPPs by circular Au 

rings and coupling of SPPs with Au pyramids are studied to improve the electric field and the 

overall SERS enhancement of the platform. By combination of Au pyramids with Au rings, the 

hot spot volume as well as electric filed intensity at hot spots around Au pyramid are increased 
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significantly compared with bare Au pyramids array. We also find out that the more pyramid 

overlaps with the SPP focal centers, the higher coupling efficiency can be achieved, therefore 

leading to more hot spots and higher electric field enhancement. By changing the number of 

pyramids and their positions, the electric field enhancement up to 140× can be achieved and the 

anticipated SERS signal enhancement of up to 8 orders of magnitude. The results of simulation 

with back light illumination demonstrate that the thickness of Au film substrates plays a 

significant role for the signal extracting from backside when the SERS platform are transferred 

onto a fiber facet. Highest electric field enhancement can be achieved without the Au film for 

fiber application. Au pyramids combined with rings could achieve the confinement of the electric 

field within a 700×700 nm region, which could provide higher spatial resolution for SERS fiber 

probe. 
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Chapter 4  Multilayer Metallic Nanostructures for Strong SERS 

Enhancement 

4.1 Introduction 

SERS technique has been widely used for trace amount detection of molecules due to its high 

sensitivity.5-8 To detect molecules with ultra-low concentrations, especially single molecule SERS 

(SM-SERS) detection, hot spot (sites with high electric field on plasmonic surfaces) distribution 

plays an important role. It is well known that a small fraction of the sites on SERS substrates 

contribute to the majority of the Raman signal.58 For SM-SERS, randomly absorbed molecules 

have to overlap in position with one of the hot spots on plasmonic surfaces. To obtain as much 

statistics as possible on ultra-low concentration detection events, not only the electrical field at hot 

spots but also the hot spot density needs to be high.  

Many efforts have been devoted to develop various metallic (mainly Au and Ag) 

nanostructures to enhance the local electromagnetic field.18-22, 59 Among these plasmonic surface 

fabrication methods, nanostructure prepared by nanosphere lithography60-63 is a relatively 

convenient and low cost method to prepare SERS substrates with periodical nanopattern. Ag and 

Au nanotriangle array made using this method show high SERS EFs. The hot spots of triangle 

array are mainly located near gaps between neighboring triangles or sharp corner of triangles. 

However, single layer triangle array only accounts for about 12% of the total area of the substrate 

surface, which means there is still room to enhance the hot spot density.  
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In this chapter, we study on a practical way of patterning metallic nanostructures for 

achieving high SERS EFs and high hot spot density for detection of biological entities. This 

method produces metallic nanostructures of nearly triangular shape. Our results indicate that by 

simply superimposing one layer Au triangle array on another to form multiple layered (hereafter 

multilayer) triangle array, SERS signal can be enhanced by two orders of magnitude compared 

with monolayer Au triangle array. The local electrical field enhancement of multilayer Au triangle 

array is also investigated by FDTD and theoretical simulation. The easy method proposed here 

expands the application of nanosphere lithography technique. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Micro-Raman Spectra and Mapping 

Raman spectra are measured using a Renishaw inVia microscope under 633 nm laser 

excitation. The laser power used is 1 mW. The grating used is 1800 l/mm, and the objective lens 

used is 50× (NA 0.75). A step size of 2 μm is used for Raman mapping. Raman data are analyzed 

using Renishaw WiRE 4.0 software. The collection time for each spectrum is 1 s. 

To reflect SERS enhancement of the entire surface of the multiple layered Au triangle array, 

we conducted 3 Raman mappings with more than 400 spots on the entire surface of each kind of 

samples. The Raman mapping data obtained are used to do the statistical analysis. 
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4.2.2 Fabrication of multilayer Au triangle array 

Monolayer Au nanotriangle array is fabricated by nanosphere lithography using 500 nm 

diameter polystyrene nanospheres. Multilayer Au nanotriangle array is prepared by transferring 

monolayer nanotriangle array on another using PMMA as a sacrificial support layer.  

Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of fabrication process of multilayer Au nanotriangle array. 

Monolayer Au nanotriangle array is prepared using nano sphere-lithography.60 Multilayer Au 

triangle array is prepared through superimpose one layer Au triangle array on another. Step 1 is to 

coat polystyrene (PS) spheres (500 nm in diameter) on SiO2/Si substrates to form hexagonal close 

packed pattern. Typical size of PS spheres for SERS substrate application is around several 

hundreds of nanometers. Step 2 is to deposit 120 nm thick Au film on the PS spheres using 

electron-beam deposition. Step 3 is to lift off the PS spheres. The prepared sample from Step 2 is 

soaked into acetone and ultra-sonicated for at least 10 min to remove the PS spheres. Step 4 is to 

spin coat PMMA layer on Au triangle/SiO2/Si substrates. The speed for coating is 2000 rpm and 

the time is 20s. Step 5 is to detach the PMMA/Au triangle film from the SiO2/Si substrate by 

placing the sample prepared in Step 4 onto the surface of KOH solution (~30wt%). After several 

minutes, the thin SiO2 layer will be etched away by KOH and the PMMA/Au triangle film will 

floated on the surface of KOH aqueous solution. Then PMMA/Au triangle film is transferred on 

DI water using a dummy Si wafer to clean the film. Step 6 is to transfer the PMMA/Au triangle 

film on another Au triangle layer (sample in Step 4) using simple scope technique. After the 
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PMMA/Au triangle film fully dried, Oxygen plasma (100 W power, 0.5 torr, 2 min) is used to etch 

the PMMA on the as-prepared sample, as shown in Step 7. Now we have the two layers Au triangle 

array. Repeating Step 4 to Step 7, multilayer (more than 2 layers) Au array can be prepared.  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of fabrication of multilayer Au nanotriangle array. 

Benzenethiol (BT) is used to characterize the SERS performance of multilayer Au triangle 

layer. BT is less sensitive to photo-bleaching and it has weak electronic interactions with metal 

surfaces as well as unimportant chemical enhancement.58 BT also forms a self-assembled 

monolayer on metal surfaces.64, 65 Therefore, BT is frequently used as a probe of electromagnetic 

enhancement. BT is adsorbed on the gold surface by soaking the Au triangle array sample in a 5 

mM solution in ethanol for 30 min. The samples are then rinsed with ethanol, and left to dry in air 

for 15min.  
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FDTD simulation (Lumerical Solutions, Inc.) is employed to simulate the electric field 

around Au triangles for one and multilayer Au triangle array. The wavelength of excitation light is 

633 nm. The amplitude |E0| of incident light is set to be 1. The calculated amplitude of electric field 

|E| appears as the ratio of |E|/|E0|. The local electric field enhancements depend strongly on the 

exact position of the SERS substrate surface. Thus, the SERS EFs on the surface of a typical SERS 

substrate are highly non-uniform down to nanometers scale. For trace amount molecule sensing, 

both hot spots and their size need to be considered for the evaluation of the overall SERS 

enhancement. To quantitatively characterize the overall SERS enhancement,66 we apply an volume 

integral of |E|4 value over a fixed space based on the commonly employed |E|4-approximation.17 

The obtained result is the overall enhancement value used to evaluate the performance of various 

Au nanostructures. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Morphology of multilayer Au nanotriangle array 

Morphology of multilayer Au nanotriangle arrays is investigated by SEM. Figure 4.2 shows 

the SEM images of monolayer and multilayer Au triangle array on SiO2/Si substrates. Monolayer 

Au triangle array shows nearly periodical pattern (Figure 4.2(a)). After adding more layers, the 

pattern gradually loses periodicity (Figure 4.2(b-c)). In addition, more gaps between triangles are 

formed and the gap size becomes smaller with increasing number of layers. The yellow-boxed 

regions in Figure 4.2 indicate the small gaps formed in multilayer Au triangle array. It is also found 
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that more area of the SiO2/Si substrate is covered by Au triangle as layer number increases.  

 

Figure 4.2 SEM image of (a) 1 layer, (b) 2 layers, (c) 3 layers and (d) 4 layers of Au nanotriangle array. 

Scale bars in the images are 500 nm. Yellow-boxed regions indicate the small gaps formed in multilayer Au 

triangle array. 

To evaluate the SERS performance of multilayer Au triangle array, BT is used as analyte 

molecule. Figure 4.3 (a) shows the Raman spectra of BT on monolayer and multilayer Au triangle 

array. Take BT 1074 cm-1 peak intensity as a metric, it can be seen that the peak intensity measured 

on 4 layers triangle array is 2 orders of magnitude higher than that of the 1 layer triangle array. 

Figure 4.3 (b) shows the Raman mapping of BT 1074 cm-1 peak intensity on 1 layer and 4 layers 

Au triangle array. It can be seen that the density of the hot spots with intense SERS signal (>10,000 

counts) of 4 layers Au triangle array is much higher than that of 1 layer Au triangle array. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Raman spectra of Benzenethiol measured on Au nanotriangle array with 633nm laser. Inset 

image in (a) shows the structure of benzenethiol molecule. (b) Raman mapping of 1074 cm-1 peak intensity 

on one-layer and four-layer Au triangle array. Scale bars in (b) are 2 μm. Raman spectrum measured on 1 

layer Au triangle array in (a) is enlarged by 20 times (indicated by ×20). The large broad band signal from 

~925 to 1000 cm-1 shown in the 1 layer substrate is the silicon second order Raman band. 

4.3.2 SERS performance of multilayer Au nanotriangle array 

Figure 4.4 shows the statistical distribution of BT 1074 cm-1 peak intensity measured on Au 

triangle arrays with different layer numbers. The datasets shown in Figure 4.4 are obtained by 

conducting three Raman mappings with more than 400 spots on the entire surface of each sample. 

This statistical distribution shows the overall SERS enhancement of substrates and the hot spots 
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density. Median in Figure 4.4 means the median intensity of BT 1074 cm-1 peak in the data points. 

Coefficient of variation (CV), which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, is 

used to measure the dispersion of a frequency distribution. As the number of layer increases, the 

increasing median indicates significant improvement of SERS signal intensity, and the decreasing 

CV suggests that the signal intensity becomes more concentrated near its median. In other words, 

by increasing the number of layers, we can achieve stronger Raman signal, as well as higher 

density of hot spots, indicating stronger and even more robust SERS enhancement. It can be 

observed that as layer number increases, the overall enhancement first increases and then 

decreases with maximum enhancement at 4 layers. 

 

Figure 4.4 Statistical distributions of 1074 cm-1 peak intensity of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 layer substrates. 

Numbers on x-axis in the histogram represent the Raman peak intensity. 
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4.3.3 Theoretical understanding of the SERS enhancement 

To understand deeper how the number of layers affects the electromagnetic field 

enhancement, we employ FDTD simulation to investigate the local electric field distribution 

around Au triangles. Figure 4.5(a) and (b) show the electrical field mapping of 1 layer and 4 layers 

triangle array. It can be seen that as layer number increases, both the amount of hotspots and the 

electrical field intensity of the hotspots increase. We also observe that the gaps between the 

triangles, especially the narrower ones, are actually the major contributors of the SERS 

enhancement. The results point to the physical picture that the added layers can provide a great 

number of randomly distributed Au triangles on the original surface, narrowing the gap between 

triangles, increasing the number of gaps, and leading to substantial enhancement of SERS signal 

intensity and stability. An independent FDTD simulation (Figure 4.5(c)) of two Au nanotriangles 

confirms that smaller inter-particle gap width could generate larger overall SERS enhancement 

(integral of |E|4 value over space), which further supports our arguments. This phenomenon has 

been observed and studied before67 and our result is in accord with previous report. When the gap 

width start to decrease from 50 nm, the overall SERS enhancement increases quickly, pointing out 

that gaps narrower than 50nm are the major source of hot spots, which account for the enhanced 

SERS signal. Furthermore, we investigate the overall SERS enhancement of Au triangle array with 

different layers using FDTD. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.5(d). It can be seen that 

as layer number increases, the overall enhancement first increases and then decreases with 
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maximum enhancement at 4 layers. It is worth noting that the multilayer effect observed in our 

experiment is different from the previous reported metal-dielectric-metal multilayer effect68, 69. In 

those reports68, 69, the improved SERS performance in multilayer structure is mainly due to the 

dielectric layer separating the electrical field generated by two continuous Ag or Au film.  

 

Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) show the 2-D electric field distribution given by FDTD simulation that corresponds to 

1 layer model and 4 layers model respectively. (c) Overall SERS enhancement of two nearby triangles with 

increasing gap width given by FDTD simulation, showing that within our structure scale of about 10nm to 

100nm, the narrower the gap, the stronger the SERS enhancement. Inset shows schematic of the model for 

simulation. (d) Overall SERS enhancement with different layers of Au triangle given by FDTD Solutions. 

Multilayer Au array models used for FDTD simulation are made by adding one Au array on another with 

random position and twisting angle.  
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In order to justify mathematically whether the amount of gaps would actually increase when 

additional layers are added. We perform a theoretical modeling for the multilayer triangle 

substrates, which would provide some profound statistical understanding of the results. Given that 

the gaps between two triangles play a major role in electric field enhancement, and the gaps are 

determined by nearby triangles, we locate the nearest neighbor (NN) and next nearest neighbor 

(NNN) for every single triangle. Figure 4.6 shows how we construct our model. Within an area of 

10μm×10μm, each point represents the center of a triangle and the direction of the triangles are 

assigned in accordance with reality. Multilayer triangle array could be obtained simply by 

overlapping several layers with random position and twisting angle. A three-layer model is shown 

in Figure 4.6 (b) for example.  

 

Figure 4.6 (a) Model for single layer substrate. (b) Model for 3-layer substrate 

We calculate the gap width between neighboring triangles by subtracting the center-to-edge 

distance for two neighboring triangles from their center-to-center distance. The statistical results 

are shown in Table 4.1. The negative gap width means that two triangles are too close to form a 

gap for enhancement. Here we choose 50nm as a threshold for the aforementioned reason. The 
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trend given by this theoretical calculation confirms that the number of gaps will indeed increase as 

layer number increases from 1 to 4, and then decrease when layer number further increases. The 

statistical results are in accord with FDTD simulation and our experimental observation that 4 

layers Au triangle array provides the optimum SERS performance. 

Table 4.1 Statistical results of simulation 

Number of layers 2 3 4 5 6 

number of gaps 
 

868 2560 4543 6887 9156 

number of gaps 
 

804 1644 2159 2040 1830 

4.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we conduct a systematic study on a practical way of patterning metallic 

nanostructures for achieving high SERS EFs and high hot spot density. By superimposing one 

layer Au triangle array on another to form multilayer triangle array, SERS signal can be 

enhanced by two orders of magnitude. We also develop the physical understanding of the SERS 

enhancement of multilayer triangle array. The drastic increased SERS EFs and the hot spot 

density are due to the increase of the amount of gaps formed between Au triangles and the 

decrease of the gap size. We find that the optimum layer number for Au triangle array studied in 

this work is 4 layers through FDTD simulation and theoretical analysis. The patterning method 

here can be used to form multilayer nano-array with other shapes in order to achieve ultra-strong 

local electromagnetic field. 
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Chapter 5  Spectroscopic Study of MoS2/Au Plasmonic Nanostructure 

5.1 Introduction 

Most SERS researches are based on metallic nanostructures that can provide intense local 

electric field. In addition to the traditional metallic nanostructures, van de Waals materials, such 

as graphene and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), have been explored to enhance Raman signal.5, 

37-39 The SERS effect of van de Waals materials is mainly due to the chemical enhancement. This 

chapter discusses a serendipitous discovery about bilayer MoS2 spectral features when we 

investigated the use of MoS2 as a potential SERS substrate. The chapter presents combined 

spectroscopic studies of CVD grown bilayer MoS2 of 0° (AB stacking) and 60° stacking (AA’ 

stacking) with clear differences in both Raman and PL spectra. The studies are enabled by the 

drastically enhanced signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios derived from plasmon resonance of Au 

nanopyramid SERS substrates. 

MoS2 is a member of layered transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMD) with a number of 

highly interesting physical properties. The indirect band gap of 1.2 eV in the bulk form evolves 

with decreasing number of layers and becomes direct band gap of 1.9 eV in monolayer MoS2.70-72 

In many senses, the most unique property of TMD family of materials consisting of combinations 

of Mo, W, S, and Se is the strong spin-orbit coupling.73 This originates from the d-orbitals of the 

heavy elements (Mo and W)45 and offers exciting opportunities for device applications leveraging 

spin and valley degree of freedom.74-76 Compared to the more studied monolayer TMDs, bilayer 
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structures offer an added layer-degree of freedom. Interactions between MoS2 layers as well as the 

specific stacking order can significantly modify their electrical,77 optical72 and vibrational 

properties.78 The specific spin-orbit based behavior depends sensitively on crystal symmetry as 

elucidated by many theoretical studies.73, 79 Robust valley polarization is assured by the lacking of 

centro-symmetry in all monolayer TMDs as well as bilayer ones with AB stacking.74 Furthermore, 

inter-layer hopping has been shown to be significantly suppressed by the strong coupling between 

spin and valley-pseudospin as well as layer-pseudospin80-82 allowing for the signatures of 

different spin-, valley, and layer- states to be experimentally observed. We report the results of 

combined optical spectroscopy and electron microscopy studies on AA’ and AB stacked bilayer 

MoS2 shedding lights on potential challenges of device applications.  

Many insightful experimental studies have appeared in the literature in the past couple of 

years.74-76, 83, 84 Recent study74, 85 on spin polarization in MoS2 also addressed the importance of 

stacking order between adjacent MoS2 layer on spin/valley polarization. Interlayer interaction 

between adjacent MoS2 layers with different stacking order has been investigated through stacking 

two CVD grown monolayer MoS2 with a range of different twisting angles,86, 87 or CVD grown 

bilayer MoS2.88 These reports show clear stacking angle dependence of optical properties of 

bilayer MoS2.86-88 However, in these reports, there is no mentioning of the spectral differences 

between bilayer MoS2 with 0° and 60° stacking angle, which correspond to the natural phases of 

MoS2, 3R and 2H respectively.86 To date, only one of the experimental results83 showed the 
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difference between the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 2H and 3R bulk MoS2 with Cl2 

molecules intercalated between MoS2 layers. In this chapter, we present for the first time 

combined spectroscopy studies of bilayer MoS2 of 0° (AB stacking) and 60° stacking (AA’ 

stacking) with clear differences in both Raman and PL spectra. 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 CVD Grown MoS2 Atomic Layer 

MoS2 bilayer sample is prepared using the same method reported in ref.89 To synthesize 

MoS2 atomic layers in a vapour phase deposition process, MoO3 and pure sulphur are used as 

precursor and reactant materials, respectively. SiO2/Si (300nm thick SiO2) substrates are used. 

CVD depositions are performed at the reaction temperature of 850 C°. Bilayer MoS2 are 

transferred onto Au tipped surface via a standard PMMA-based transfer approach. MoS2 bilayer 

samples on SiO2/Si substrates are spin-coated with PMMA layer (950 PMMA A4 from 

Microchem) with a spinning speed of 2000 rpm for 1 min and submerged in KOH solution. 

Subsequently, PMMA/MoS2 film is cleaned by DI water and then transferred onto Au tipped 

surface. To avoid MoS2 layers from being washed away, PMMA layer (about 200 nm thickness) is 

not removed from the transferred MoS2. STEM samples are prepared using similar method used in 

MoS2/Au pyramid sample. The only difference is that the PMMA protecting layer is removed with 

acetone following the transfer.  
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5.2.2 Fabrication of Au Nanopyramids 

The Au nanopyramid fabrication is based on sphere-lithography.60 Figure 5.1 shows the 

fabrication process. Firstly, polystyrene (PS) nano-spheres (500 nm in diameter, Alfa Aesar) are 

coated on SiO2 (50 nm)/Si wafer using scooping transfer method.90 Before coating PS spheres, 

SiO2/Si wafer is washed by Piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2=3:1(volume ratio)) for 1h at 70 °C 

followed by de-ionized water (DI water) rinsing for 3 times. In scooping transfer process, a few 

drops of the diluted PS sphere suspension (5% aqueous PS sphere suspension mixed with an equal 

volume of ethanol) are introduced on the water surface using the partially immersed glass slide (2 

cm × 10 cm). The glass slide is pretreated by a Piranha solution for 1 h at 70 °C and then rinsed by 

DI water for 3 times. After introducing PS spheres on the water surface, PS spheres will 

self-assembly and form closed-packed monolayers with hexagonal patterns. When about 80% of 

the water surface is covered with PS spheres, PS monolayer is transferred on SiO2/Si substrates 

using simple scooping transfer method. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the SEM image of the PS spheres 

coated on SiO2/Si substrate. The PS spheres/SiO2/Si sample is then dry-etched by O2 plasma 

(200W power, 50s) to reduce the size of PS sphere to about 250 nm (Figure 5.2 (b)).  

After etching PS spheres, 50 nm Cr film is deposited on the as-prepared sample using electron 

beam deposition (Figure 5.1 step (3)). The PS spheres are then lift-off by ultra-sonicating the 

sample in acetone for 20 min, followed by DI water rinsing for 3 times. Figure 5.2 (c) shows the 

SEM image of the sample after PS lift-off. Using the Cr film (with small holes in the film) as mask, 
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the 50 nm SiO2 film beneath the Cr film is dry-etched by Oxford Plasmalab Plasma Etcher (25 

sccm Ar, 25 sccm CHF3, RIE power 200W, etch time 2min).  

After etching SiO2, the hole pattern is transferred on SiO2 from Cr film. The sample is then 

etched in KOH aqueous solution (60 wt%) for 2 min at 60 °C to form pyramidal structure on Si 

surface (Figure 5.2(d)). The whole sample is then immersed into HF solution (30%) to remove 

SiO2 and Cr layer. At this time, Si pyramidal mold (Figure 5.2(e)) fabrication has been finished. 

200 nm Au film is deposited on the Si mode with pyramidal structure by sputtering. 5-min epoxy is 

used to glue the Au film on another SiO2 (300 nm)/Si substrate, which is used to hold the Au 

nano-pyramids. After the epoxy cured at the room temperature, Au nano-pyramids are peeled off 

(Figure 5.1 step (9)).  

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the graphene/Au tip hybrid platform fabrication process. 
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Figure 5.2 (a) SEM image of PS spheres on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) SEM image of PS spheres after O2 plasma 

etching for 50s. (c) SEM image of the Cr/SiO2/Si sample after PS lift-off. (d) SEM image of the Cr/SiO2/Si 

sample after KOH etching. (e) SEM image of Si surface with inverse pyramidal hole. (f) SEM image Au 

nano-pyramids. 

5.2.3 Micro-Raman and Photoluminescence Measurement of MoS2 

Micro-PL measurements are performed in backscattering geometry using a CW laser at 532 

nm wavelength and a 50× IR objective lens with N.A.= 0.65 (Olympus microscope). The 

excitation power at the sample surface is in the 0.5-2 mW range. Sample temperature is kept at 300 

K using a Linkam cryostat. PL emission is dispersed by a Horiba iHR320 spectrometer and 

detected by a 256x1024 pixel Si CCD detector. The spectrometer is calibrated daily against 

reference emission and laser satellites. PL data have been normalized to the spectral response of 

the entire experimental set-up measured by means of a calibrated light source.  

Raman spectra are measured using Renishaw inVia microscope under 633 nm laser excitation. 
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The laser power used is 0.5 mW. The grating used is 1800 l/mm and the objective lens used is 

100×. A step size of 200nm is used for Raman mapping. Raman data is analyzed using Renishaw 

WiRE 3.2 software.  

5.2.4 Scanning TEM (STEM) Analyses 

STEM experiments are performed with the Nion UltraSTEM, a dedicated STEM equipped 

with a cold field emission electron source and a corrector of third and fifth order aberrations, 

operating at 60 kV accelerating voltage. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 FDTD Simulation of EM Field Distribution around Individual Au Pyramids 

Plasmonic surface used in the experiment is Au nano-pyramid structure, which is fabricated 

by sphere-lithography.43 Plasmon resonance on the Au nano-pyramid surface has been shown to 

enhance the Raman signal of molecules by up to seven orders of magnitude.5, 43 Another unique 

feature of the Au nano-pyramid plasmonic surface is the out-of-plane electric field (E-field) 

component of nearly the same intensity as the in-plane component near Au pyramid surface. 

FDTD simulation is conducted using Lumerical software (FDTD Solutions 8.11).56 Figure 

5.3 shows the 3D model used. Au pyramid has a bottom length of ~250 nm with ~500 nm pitch. 

The continuous Au flat film (on the bottom of Au pyramids) thickness is ~20 nm. Figure 5.4 

shows the 3D distribution of the electrical component of the EM-field around individual Au tips. 
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The simulation space is indicated by the yellow cubic shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 (a) shows 

the 3D distribution of the electrical component of the EM-field symbolized with blue arrows 

with the cross-sectional views along three major symmetry planes being presented in Figure 5.4 

(b-d). Figure 5.4 (b-d) shows the projections of the electrical field on the Y-Z, X-Z, and X-Y 

planes, respectively. Red dashed line shows the ridges of the Au pyramid. E-field is not parallel 

to X-direction near Au pyramid surface. The fact that the electrical component of the EM field 

possessing significant out-of-plane components can be clearly seen in Figure 5.4 (b, c). 

 

Figure 5.3 Au pyramid model used for FDTD simulation. 

 

Figure 5.4 (a) 3D E-field distribution around an Au pyramid. E-field projection on Y-Z (b), X-Z (c), X-Y 

(d) plane. Red dashed line shows the ridges of Au pyramid. 
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5.3.2 TEM Analysis of Bilayer MoS2 

Bilayer MoS2 with different stacking orders in this study is grown by CVD and transferred on 

Au plasmonic surface for optical studies. CVD grown bilayer MoS2 in our experiments typically 

show two kinds of microscopic shapes, one with 0° twist angle between the two layers (AB 

stacking), while the other with 60° twist angle (AA’ stacking), as shown in Figures 5.5 (a) and (h), 

respectively. Although many theoretical studies85, 91 have illustrated the possible atomic 

configurations in bilayer MoS2 with the two different stacking orders, few experiments have been 

done on atomic scale. In this study, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was 

employed to establish the correlation between the atomic arrangement and the microscopic shape 

of the bilayer islands. The contrast of STEM high angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) image 

is sensitive to the atomic number and sample thickness, which makes it possible to identify the 

detailed atomic arrangement. Figures 5.5 (c) and 1(j) show two typical STEM-HAADF images of 

the boundary regions between monolayer and bilayer MoS2. The Mo and S atoms in monolayer 

can be unambiguously distinguished due to their obvious large difference in atomic numbers. To 

correctly interpret our bilayer STEM images, QSTEM simulation package92, 93 is employed. 

Through comparing the experimental with the simulated STEM images, we can deduce the real 

atomic configurations of the bilayer MoS2 samples. Figure 5.5(d) is the enlarged red-boxed region 

of the experimental image from the bilayer region of the sample with 0° twist angle as shown in 

Figure 5.5(c). Figure 5.5(f) is the simulated STEM image of the atomic configuration shown in 
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Figure 5.5(b), i.e. AB stacked bilayer MoS2. It can be seen that Figure 5.5(f) is identical to Figure 

5.5(d). Furthermore, the experimental intensity profile shown in Figure 5.5(e) is nearly identical to 

the simulated intensity profile shown in Figure 5.5(g). Therefore, it can be deduced that Figure 

5.5(d) has the same atomic configuration as shown in Figure 5.5(b), i.e. AB stacked bilayer MoS2. 

In the same way, we can get that Figure 5.5(k), the enlarged red-boxed region of the experimental 

image from the bilayer region of the sample with 60° twist angle as shown in Figure 5.5(j), has the 

same atomic configuration as shown in Figure 5.5(i), i.e. AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2. Our STEM 

results lend strong support to the assignment of the bilayer MoS2 with 0° twist angle being of AB 

stacking order whereas that with 60° twist angle being of AA’ stacking order. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Optical image and (b) atomic configuration of AB stacked bilayer MoS2. (c) STEM-HAADF 

image of the boundary between AB stacked bilayer and mono-layer MoS2. (d) Magnified image of the 

red-boxed area in (c). (e) Intensity profile of the selected line (bright cyan) in (d). (f) Simulated 

STEM-HAADF image and (g) simulated intensity profile of the selected line (bright cyan) in (f). (h) 

Optical image and (i) atomic configuration of AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2. (j) STEM-HAADF image of the 

boundary between AA’ stacked bilayer and mono-layer MoS2. (k) Magnified image of the red-boxed area 

in (j). (l) Intensity profile of the selected line (bright cyan) in (k). (m) Simulated STEM-HAADF image and 

(n) simulated intensity profile of the selected line (bright cyan) in (m). Purple balls in (b) and (i) represent 

Mo atoms while yellow balls represent S atoms.  

5.3.3 Resonance Raman Measurement of Bilayer MoS2 on Au Nanopyramid 

Raman spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful tool to study the optical response of 2D van 

der Waals materials like graphene.94 For MoS2 atomic layers, Raman spectroscopy shows clear 

evolution trend of A1g and E1
2g peak position with layer thickness.78, 95 As layer thickness increases, 

A1g peak position blue shifts while E1
2g peak red shifts.78, 95 Compared with the first-order process 

in normal Raman scattering, resonance Raman scattering enhances the possibility of higher order 

Raman scattering resulting in enriched spectral information. Resonance Raman scattering happens 

for a system when the incident laser excitation energy overlaps with (or is close to) the electronic 

bandgap energy. In this study, the resonance condition was achieved by exciting the sample with 

633 nm laser (1.96 eV photon energy). Previous resonance Raman study of atomically thin MoS2 
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layers at room temperature96 suffers from low signal to noise ratio due to the typically low Raman 

yield. This shortcoming of Raman spectroscopy can be overcome with the help of surface plasmon 

resonance, i.e. SERS. In our study, we employ a specific type of plasmonic surface, Au 

nano-pyramid plasmonic substrates (Figure 5.6 (b)), to boost the Raman signal of MoS2 layers. 

The resonance Raman spectra of AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2 measured on Au 

nano-pyramid substrates are shown in Figure 5.6(a). The inset optical image in Figure 5.6(a) 

shows two types of bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramid substrates. Two major peaks, Eg (385 cm-1) 

and A1g (405 cm-1) can be identified in the spectra. Eg symmetry band in the AA’ stacked bilayer 

corresponds to E2g symmetry band in the 2H bulk MoS2.97 Eg peak represents vibration of Mo and 

S atoms in the basal plane; whereas in A1g vibrational configuration, Mo atoms remain fixed and 

only S atoms vibrate along the c-axis. The new Raman peaks, which are not commonly observed 

with the 514 or 532 nm laser lines, are assigned based on resonant Raman of bulk MoS2.84 Raman 

peak at 179 cm-1 is assigned to a difference combination mode of A1g(M)–LA’(M), where LA’(M) 

mode (233 cm-1) is quasi-longitudinal acoustic (LA’) mode at M point of Brillion Zone.84 The peak 

at 420 cm-1, commonly known as “b” peak, is assigned to a two-phonon process and the 

appearance of this mode is related to the A exciton at the K point.98 The peak located at ~460 cm-1 

is asymmetrical and can be viewed as being composed of two parts. The lower frequency part of 

this peak is due to a van Hove singularity between K and M point of Brillion Zone and the higher 

frequency part is mostly due to the LA and LA’ phonons at M point. The peaks at 526 cm-1, 571 
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cm-1, 599 cm-1 and 642 cm-1 are assigned to (i) Eg(M) + TA’(M), (ii) A1g(M)+TA’(M), (iii) Eg 

(M)+LA’(M), and (iv) A1g(M)+ LA’(M) respectively. TA’ (M) is quasi-transverse acoustic (TA’) 

mode at M point of Brillion Zone. For comparison, resonance Raman spectra of MoS2 on flat Au 

surface and SiO2/Si substrates are shown in Figure 5.6 (d). The S/N ratios of Raman spectra of 

MoS2 on both flat Au surface and SiO2/Si substrates are lower than those on Au nano-pyramids. It 

can be seen that the major Raman peak positions and shapes of MoS2 on flat Au surface are similar 

to those on Au nano-pyramids. Although the Raman spectral shapes of AA’ and AB stacked 

bilayer MoS2 on SiO2/Si substrates appear to be different, these features varies among different 

samples with the same stacking order. As such, the Raman spectral shape is not an identifying 

feature of the MoS2 stacking order. SERS enhancement factors (EFs) calculated for MoS2 bilayer 

is on the order of 105. SERS EF represents the extent the Raman signal is boosted comparing to 

regular Raman. In this study, SERS enhancement is mainly due to the electromagnetic (EM) 

enhancement mechanism. As such, SERS EF could be used as a figure of merit to measure the 

extent of plasmon resonance of Au nano-pyramids referenced to either the flat Au surface or the 

SiO2 surface. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Resonance Raman spectra of monolayer and bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramids. The blue, 

red and black spectrum were obtained at the spots with the same color in the samples shown in the inset 

optical image. The inset optical image shows the AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramids 

(The Au nano-pyramid substrates contain some interdispersed flat Au regions). The scale bars in the inset 

image are 50μm. (b) SEM image of Au nano-pyramid SERS substrate. (c) PCA diagram of AA’ and AB 

stacked bilayer MoS2 resonance Raman data. (d) Resonance Raman spectra of monolayer and bilayer MoS2 

on flat Au substrates and SiO2/Si substrates. The Raman spectra were measured at 300 K. 

The high S/N ratio renders clear spectral differences between AA’ and AB stacked bilayer 

MoS2. The primary difference is the appearance of the 395 cm-1 peak in AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2. 
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Among all the bilayer samples (more than 10 samples for each phase) measured, the 395 cm-1 peak 

only appears in Raman spectra of AA’ stacked bilayer, never in those of AB stacked bilayer. This 

395 cm-1 mode has been observed for 2H bulk MoS2 using Resonance Raman spectroscopy at low 

temperature, and was named “a” peak.99, 100 Livneh et al.84, 99 found that in bulk MoS2 this mode is 

constructed from two contributions, which are particularly distinguishable at low temperatures. 

The two contributions that construct “a” mode are assigned as LA’(M)+TA’(M) and 

LA(M)+TA(M).84 To obtain quantifiable measure of the spectral differences, we employ principal 

components analysis (PCA).101 PCA is a statistical procedure widely used in analyzing Raman 

spectra to identify spectral differences between datasets. PCA transforms the dimensionality of a 

data matrix, e.g. intensity versus wavenumber, to a new set of orthogonal variables that have the 

strongest correlations with distinctive spectral features. The new set of variables is known as 

principal components (PCs). Plots of one PC against another provide quantitative information 

about how different the datasets are in terms of sensitivity, specificity, etc. Figure 5.6(c) shows the 

PCA diagram of bilayer MoS2 resonance Raman data. It can be seen that the Raman data 

corresponding to the two different stacking orders are distinctively different in the space of 

principal components.  

To study the variation of the “a” peak within one bilayer sample, Raman mapping is 

conducted. Figures 5.7 (b) and (d) show the stacked resonance Raman spectra measured from AA’ 

(Figure 5.7(a)) and AB stacked bilayer sample (Figure 5.7(c)) at room temperature, respectively. 
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Among the spectra measured from AA’ stacked bilayer sample, the “a” peak always exists. 

However, this peak never appears in any of the AB stacked bilayer resonance Raman spectra. We 

also conducte variable temperature Raman measurements of bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramid 

structure. As shown in Figure 5.8, the key features of the bilayer Raman spectra do not show 

noticeable temperature dependence. More importantly, the “a” mode persists in the AA’ (2H or 60° 

stacking) stacked bilayer at temperatures ranging from 293K to 77K  but remains absent from the 

AB (3R or 0° stacking) stacked bilayer across the same temperature range. Interestingly, for AA’ 

stacked bilayer MoS2 we do not observe that “a” peak separated into two parts as temperature 

decreased from 293K to 77K, which is different from the situation for 2H bulk MoS2.84 This may 

be due to the reduced symmetry of AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2 (D3d) compared with 2H bulk MoS2 

(D6h). Considering that the “a” peak position is located at ~395 cm-1 in our case, it could be 

assigned as TA’(M) +LA’(M) according to Ref 84. The SERS results suggest that this “a” peak 

could act as a Raman fingerprint to differentiate the two types of MoS2 bilayers. A quantitative 

understanding of the Raman spectral differences would require theoretical calculations of phonon 

dispersion and density of states for two different MoS2 phases. We hope that our results will 

motivate such calculations in future. Our findings provide two additional methods (in addition to 

low temperature photoluminescence 83) for definitive determination of bilayer MoS2 stacking 

orders, namely optical microscopy for isolated islands and SERS. 
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Figure 5.7 (a) Optical image of a AB stacked bilayer MoS2 sheet on Au nano-pyramids. (b) Raman spectra 

obtained from line mapping (red line in (a)) with z-axis offset. (c) The optical image of a AA’ stacked 

bilayer MoS2 sheet on Au nano-pyramids. (d) Raman spectra obtained from line mapping (red line in (c)) 

with z-axis offset. The meandering lines and other features in the background are due to the in-homogeneity 

of our nano-patterning process. The scale bars in (a) and (c) are 10 μm. The Raman spectra shown in (b) and 

(d) are original spectra without background subtraction and were measured at 300 K. The inset figures in (b) 

and (d) are the enlarged spectra between 370 and 410 cm-1. It can be seen that “a” peak appears only in the 

AA’ stacked bilayer sample. 
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Figure 5.8 Resonance Raman spectra of (a) AA’ and (b) AB stacked bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramid 

substrate at different temperature. Gray bar in (a) indicates the position of “a” peak.  

5.3.4 Photoluminescence Study of Bilayer MoS2 on Au Nanopyramid 

In addition to the phonon vibrations, the electronic band structure of MoS2 bilayers was 

investigated using PL. PL spectra of both monolayer and bilayer MoS2 on Au nano-pyramids are 

shown in Figure 5.9 (a-c). A- and B-peak represent the direct-gap transitions and I-peak in bilayer 

MoS2 PL spectra represents the indirect-gap transition. A−-peak is the trion peak.87, 102 Au 

nano-pyramid substrate enhances the PL peak intensity by two orders of magnitude compared with 

PL of MoS2 on flat Au surface (Figure 5.9(e)), and by almost one order of magnitude compared 

with that on SiO2/Si substrate (Figure 5.9(d)). It is also observed that peak intensity of MoS2 PL 

spectra measured on SiO2/Si substrate is higher than those on flat Au surface. In the PL spectra of 

MoS2 on both flat Au surface and SiO2 surface, A–-peak is not clearly observed, and I peak 
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intensity of bilayer is very weak and non-discernable compared with the strong I peak intensity 

observed on Au nano-pyramid substrate. The physical origin of the strong I-peak intensity 

observed on Au nano-pyramid substrate is yet to be understood and warrants further studies. The 

enhanced S/N ratio provided by Au tipped surface allows for the observation of more spectral 

details. The most prominent difference between monolayer and bilayer MoS2 is the strong I-peak 

in bilayer MoS2. For bilayer MoS2, the primary PL spectral difference between AA’ and AB 

stacked bilayer is the I-peak position. A noticeable blue shift of the I-peak of AA’ stacked bilayer 

by 0.056±0.017eV over that of the AB stacked bilayer was observed. This observation agrees with 

the DFT calculation findings of He et al.77 in terms of the general trend but being different in value 

(0.06 eV from our PL study versus the 0.14 eV from DFT calculations). Previous experimental 

results86, 88 did not address the difference between I-peak positions of AA’ and AB stacked bilayer 

MoS2. In addition, I/A peak intensity ratio in PL spectra obtained on Au pyramid region is higher 

than previous experiment results obtained on SiO2/Si substrates.86, 88 The emergence of the indirect 

band gap results from the interlayer electronic coupling. In bilayer MoS2 band structure, doubly 

degenerate valence band splits into more branches near the 𝛤 point and the upper branch reaches 

an energy value higher than the valence band at the K point in monolayer MoS2. It has been 

suggested that the indirect band gap being an indicator of the interlayer electronic coupling 

strength with lower indirect band gap being correlated to higher coupling strength.88 Our PL 

results indicate stronger interlayer electronic coupling in AB stacked bilayer MoS2 over that of AA’ 
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stacked bilayer. The electronic coupling is significantly affected by the separation between 

layers.88 It is mainly defined by the orbital overlap of the inner sulfur atoms from the adjacent 

MoS2 layers86 with smaller interlayer distance leading to stronger electronic coupling.86, 88 Both 

DFT calculation77, 86 and experimental data103 show that AB stacked bilayer MoS2 has a smaller 

interlayer distance than AA’ stacked bilayer. These findings support our finding. The difference 

between indirect gap energy in the two MoS2 phases can also be understood from the perspective 

of electronic band splitting. DFT simulation results77 show that AB stacked bilayer MoS2 has 

additional band splitting over that of AA’ stacked bilayer. Because of the lack of centro-symmetry 

in AB stacking, four bands are formed (instead of two in AA’ stacking) along the M-K-Γ direction 

in AB stacked bilayer Brillouin zone. The band splitting causes lower indirect band gap in AB 

stacked bilayer MoS2. 
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Figure 5.9 PL spectra of MoS2 on Au nano-pyramid substrates: (a) Monolayer MoS2, (b) AB stacked 

bilayer MoS2, and (c) AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2. (d) PL spectra of MoS2 on SiO2/Si substrates. (e) PL 

spectra of MoS2 on flat Au substrates. 532 nm laser (0.8 mW power) was used for PL measurement at 300K. 

It can be noticed from Figure 5.9 (b) and (c) that A−/A peak intensity ratio of PL spectra of 

AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2 is different. However, this peak intensity ratio is not unique to 

AA’ or AB stacking. A−/A peak intensity ratio fluctuation can be observed in both AA’ and AB 

stacked bilayer samples. As such, it is not an identifying feature of the stacking order. In search for 

the physical origin of the observed fluctuation of A−/A peak ratio in PL, we note two features 

unique to our Au tipped surfaces. The first one is the tensor nature of the plasmonic surface. 
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Plasmon resonance transforms the TE mode of the excitation light of near perpendicular incidence 

(with the electric field vector being coplanar with MoS2 layers) into local EM field with the 

out-of-plane electric field being comparable to the in-plane field (Figure 5.4(b)). The out-of-plane 

electric field component contributes to symmetry breaking that could lead to noticeable changes in 

the luminescence behavior of especially the symmetric AA’ stacked islands. The second feature is 

the difference in electron affinity between Au (2.308 eV)104 and bilayer MoS2 (4.0-4.2 eV)105-107 

leading to an effective n-type doping of MoS2.108 Considering the Au and the MoS2 as two equal 

potential bodies, the electron density in MoS2 will be dependent on the distance between it and the 

underlying Au surface, which in turn varies with location due to the imperfection in our 

nano-fabrication. The exciton and trion luminescence peak intensity are known to depend 

sensitively and differently on the local carrier density.102 This we believe is the reason for the 

variation observed in the A−/A peak ratio. 

It can also be noticed that there is a slight blue shift of the A-peak from the monolayer and 

bilayer MoS2 on Au pyramid region compared with those on flat Au region and on SiO2/Si 

substrate. The origin of the blue shift cannot be explained by the static electric field due to the 

electron transfer from Au to MoS2 because of the red shift predicted by DFT simulation.109, 110 

There are two main differences in the physical environment of MoS2 over Au pyramids compared 

to that over flat Au: the tensile strain in MoS2 due to the non-planar topology of the Au pyramids, 

and the significant out-of-plane EM field due to plasmon resonance. The former is unlikely to be 
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the primary cause based on the previous experimental observations of tensile strain leading to PL 

red shift.111, 112 By the process of elimination, we believe that the primary cause of the A-peak blue 

shift is the intense out-of-plane EM field from plasmon resonance. Further study is needed to 

confirm this point. 

Considering the growing interest in valleytronics in TMD materials, the interlayer stacking 

order is definitely a key variable which should be considered when developing valleytronics 

technology. It has been proven that AB stacked bilayer MoS2 can provide more robust valley 

polarization than that of AA’ stacked bilayer due to the non-centro-symmetry.74 Therefore, one 

primary concern is to control the fabrication so that only one type (AB stacking) of stacking is 

present. AA’ stacked (2H phase) MoS2 is dominant and more stable in nature. 3R MoS2 has been 

shown to transform to 2H MoS2 at elevated temperatures.113 The histogram of our CVD grown 

samples shows that AA’ stacked bilayer islands outnumbering that of AB stacked bilayer by 

almost 50% (~370 over ~250 as in Figure 5.10). DFT calculation also indicates that AA’ stacked 

bilayer MoS2 has relatively lower ground-state total energy than AB stacked bilayer.77 It is 

apparent that the ability of fabricating exclusively AB stacked bilayer MoS2 appears to be a 

fundamental challenge and requires in depth understanding of the most manufacturably fabrication 

technology, CVD. 
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Figure 5.10 Histogram of CVD grown monolayer, AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2. 

5.4 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that the CVD grown AA’ (60° stacking) and AB (0° stacking) stacked 

bilayer MoS2 have distinct properties in terms of Raman and PL using Au nano-pyramid 

plasmonic substrates. The “a” peak appears in AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2 resonance Raman spectra 

but not in AB stacked bilayer, a feature that can be used as a Raman finger print to differentiate the 

two types of bilayer MoS2. The lower indirect gap energy indicates that AB stacked bilayer MoS2 

has stronger inter-layer electronic coupling than AA’ stacked bilayer. In addition to revealing the 

subtle differences in AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2, the results establish three methods for 

distinguishing between the two stacking orders, namely, optical microscopy, SERS, and PL. 
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Chapter 6  Summary and Future Study 

6.1 Summary 

This dissertation discusses the capability limit of the SERS fiber technology, and proposes 

strategies to enhance the Raman signal intensity and the spatial resolution. A serendipitous 

discovery of bilayer MoS2 Raman and photoluminescence spectral features is also presented in 

the dissertation. The following is a summary of the dissertation work presented: 

In Chapter 2, Au nanotriangle array based SERS fiber probe has been fabricate and the 

factors affecting the Raman signal through fiber are investigated. These factors include N.A. of 

optical lens, slit width, fiber length and SERS array size on fiber facet. Raman signal can be 

enhanced through matching the N.A. of lens to the N.A. of fiber and matching of the slit width to 

the size of the enlarged fiber core image. The Raman signal intensity appears to be independent of 

the fiber length up to several meters but the S/N will decrease with fiber length. Size of SERS array 

coated on fiber facet is one primary factor account for the Raman signal loss, which is ultimately 

due to the decrease in laser power density on the fiber end. The most fundamental optimization 

consideration for SERS fiber probe is the tradeoff between sensitivity and spatial resolution. 

SERS fiber probe with hybrid graphene/Au nanoarray is also fabricated and is found to be 

superior to the fiber probe with bare Au nanoarray in terms of the sensitivity.  

Chapter 3 presents FDTD simulation of electrical field of a novel Au nanostructure for the 

enhancement and spatial confinement of the electric field. We demonstrate a Au pyramid/ring 
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SERS platform with enhancement of the spatial confinement of the electric field for potential 

SERS fiber probe application. Excitation of SPPs by circular Au rings and coupling of SPPs with 

Au pyramids are studied to improve the electric field and the overall SERS enhancement of the 

platform. By combination of Au pyramids with Au rings, the hot spot volume as well as electric 

filed intensity at hot spots around Au pyramid are increased significantly compared with bare Au 

pyramids array. It is also found out that the more pyramid overlaps with the SPP focal centers, 

the higher coupling efficiency can be achieved, therefore leading to more hot spots and higher 

electric field enhancement. The electric field enhancement up to 140× can be achieved and the 

anticipated SERS signal enhancement of up to 8 orders of magnitude. The results of simulation 

with back light illumination demonstrate that the thickness of Au film substrates plays a 

significant role for the signal extracting from backside when the SERS platform are transferred 

onto a fiber facet. Highest electric field enhancement can be achieved without the Au film for 

fiber application. Au pyramids combined with rings could achieve the confinement of the electric 

field within a 700×700 nm region, which could provide higher spatial resolution for SERS fiber 

probe. 

Chapter 4 presents a systematic study on a practical way of patterning metallic 

nanostructures for achieving high SERS EFs and high hot spot density. By superimposing one 

layer Au triangle array on another to form multilayer triangle array, SERS signal can be 

enhanced by two orders of magnitude. We also develop the physical understanding of the SERS 
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enhancement of multilayer triangle array. The drastic increased SERS EFs and the hot spot 

density are due to the increase in the amount of gaps formed between Au triangles and the 

decrease in the gap size. The optimum layer number for Au triangle array studied in this work is 

4 layers through FDTD simulation and theoretical analysis. The patterning method proposed can 

be used to form multilayer nanoarray with other shapes in order to achieve ultra-strong local 

electromagnetic field. 

In Chapter 5, we report the serendipitous discovery about bilayer MoS2 spectral features 

when exploring the use of MoS2 as a potential SERS enhancement substrate. We have 

demonstrated that the CVD grown AA’ (60° stacking) and AB (0° stacking) stacked bilayer MoS2 

have distinct properties in terms of Raman and PL using Au nanopyramid plasmonic substrates. 

The “a” peak appears in AA’ stacked bilayer MoS2 resonance Raman spectra but not in AB 

stacked bilayer, a feature that can be used as a Raman finger print to differentiate the two types of 

bilayer MoS2. The lower indirect gap energy indicates that AB stacked bilayer MoS2 has stronger 

inter-layer electronic coupling than AA’ stacked bilayer. In addition to revealing the subtle 

differences in AA’ and AB stacked bilayer MoS2, our results establish three methods for 

distinguishing between the two stacking orders, namely, optical microscopy, SERS, and PL.  

6.2 Direction of Future Study 

SERS fiber probe based on Au nanotriangle array has been successfully fabricated and the 

factors that affect the Raman signal through fiber have been investigated. To extend the SERS 
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fiber techniques to practical clinical application, many efforts are required to improve the 

performance of the SERS fiber probe. In this section, some of the future research direction will 

be discussed.  

6.2.1 Optimization of SRES Substrate 

Compared with free-space SERS technique, SERS fiber probe suffers from Raman signal 

loss mainly due to the coupling between fiber and lens. A highly sensitive SERS substrate which 

can be integrated on fiber facet is the key to guarantee the performance of SERS fiber probe. Au 

triangle array has been demonstrated to be a good SERS substrate for SERS fiber and shows 

reasonable SERS performance (10-6 M detection limit for R6G solution). However, there is still 

room for improvement. 

SERS substrate used for fiber probe should be sensitive enough to offset the signal loss due 

to fiber coupling, and yet should be reasonably transparent to let the Raman scattered light pass 

through. FDTD simulation is a perfect tool to design the SERS substrates for fiber application. 

There are several factors need to be concerned when designing the SERS substrates. The first 

one is the choice of SERS materials. Au and Ag are the two major metals for SERS substrates. 

Ag nanostructure commonly can provide stronger LSPR effect than Au in the visible wavelength 

range and thus can generate stronger SERS effect than Au. However, Ag is easily to be oxidized 

in ambient environment and may not be bio-compatible when exposed to tissues. Combining 

graphene and Ag to form a hybrid SERS structure is an alternative way to take advantage of the 
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strong SERS effect of Ag nanostructure. The second factor is the tradeoff between the area of 

SERS substrates and the SERS EF. The area here means the projected area of SERS structure on 

fiber facet. The fiber core area should not be fully covered in order to collect the Raman 

scattered light.  

6.2.2 Spatial Resolution of SERS Fiber Probe 

Spatial resolution for SERS fiber probe means the size of the Raman signal source. For 

typical SERS fiber probe, the spatial resolution is similar to its fiber core size because only the 

Raman scattered light generated close to the fiber core can be collected and transmitted to the 

spectrometer. In this dissertation, a metal film with an opening window in the center is coated on 

fiber facet to confine the size of signal source and thus improve the spatial resolution of SERS 

fiber probe up to 10 μm. Using the similar method, spatial resolution can be further enhanced by 

shrinking the size of the opening window. Challenge of this method is that the Raman signal 

intensity drops as the opening window size decreases. To overcome the signal loss due to the 

reduced SERS region, SERS EF of the substrates needs to be improved so that collected Raman 

signal is still discernable under high spatial resolution. Another direction is to pull fiber to a 

tapered shape to improve the spatial resolution.114, 115 By pulling the optical fiber with a fiber 

puller, a fiber tip with diameter less than 100 nm can be fabricated. SERS fiber probe combined 

with such a tapered fiber and SERS nanostructure has the potential to probe the bio-information 

within submicron sized region. 
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